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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Any sheep husbandry programme aiming at an improvement ot 
lamb produotion must rely on known information about ewe and ram 
reproduotive physiology. Of primary importance in the caee of the 
ewe is a knowledge of the breeding season and in particular its 
onset, since,as this has been demonstrated to vary between breeds 
and regions,it must be determined tor each particular case. 
The Corriedale breed is known to have its onset earlier than 
Romneys and later than Merinos and because of its dual purpose nature 
is particularly suitable for early lamb production, besides that, 
Canterbury province. because of its high density ot Corrie dale she.p, 
can play a major role on the above mentioned early lamb production. 
Information about Corriedale's onset of the breeding season is 
scaroe throughout the world in comparison with the large amount of 
data about the Herino and other breeds. 
In order to get an earlier and concentrated lambing, 
synchronisation methods have been devised, but these necessitate an 
aoourate knowledge of the breeding season and in partioular of its 
on.et. Thi. applies, e.peciallr for the ca.e of synohronisation by 
the ram introduotion t.ohnique. whioh at the pre.ent i. the only 
praotioable method for general farm uae. 
The on.et ot the breeelins .eaaon tor Oorriedale. in Canterbury 
haa not been preoi.ely determlne4~ the pre.ent experi.ent wa. planned 
to provide information on this aapect at the reproduotive proo •••• 
Several me'hod. oan be utili.ect for deterllinationa ot the 
br.eding .ea80n of e.... The poa.ibilit7 of obtaining information 
from a number of flook. belonging to ditterent properti.. and the 
large number of animals involved deoi~ed the utilization of the 
examination of reproduotive organs of slaughtered e ••• teohnique. 
By mean. of this method intormation of the pre.entation of 
heats and thua apprOXimate date of ovulation cannot' be obtained; on 
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the other hand it permita the consideration of a large number of 
animals. Date of ovulation oan b. determined with a relative preoiaion 
trom examination ot the ovari ••• 
The pre.eno. of the ram can alter the onae.t 01 the breeding 
sea.on (a.e Chapter II, page 7) thus for a determination of the 
natural onset all e.e. to be alaughtered .er. kept away tram rama. 
It waa intended to continue the Observation. throughout the 
breeding aeason, but. due to problems in the availability at animals, 
this was not done and only the ons.t was able to be determined. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A) ONSET OF THE BREEDING SEASON 
The physiological mechanisms governing the onset of the 
breeding season in ewes are believed to be understood. However, 
variations between and within breeds do exist and need special 
oonsideration. 
Ovulations without heat are of common occurrence at the 
beginning of the breeding season. which,if not considered,can bias 
any interpretation of result •• 
Other than normal factors can, under some ciroumstances, 
alter the normal.onaet of the breeding season. Amongst these"stress" 
caused by transportation is relevant to this review. 
1) Physiol06Y 
Most of the commercial type of sheep breeds are known as 
polyoestrus seasonal breeders (Marshall, 1922), experiencing a 
restricted breeding season which in general extends over the Autumn 
or early Winter (Yeates, 1949). This statement is only partially 
true for fin. wool br •• de whioh tend to b. polyoe.true all the y.ar 
round (A.d.ll, 1946). Tbi. pattern has b •• n d.moastrat.d to b. 
largely gov.rned by .nviron •• nt.l factor. (t.at •• , 1949; H.rt, 1950. 
Hat •• , 19521 Dutt and Bueh, 1955, Smith, 1962, Rioh •• and Wat.on, 
1954). 
Environment .ncomp ••••• the full rang. of oondition. to whioh 
an organi •• i •• xpo •• d,and ia • compl.x of olimatio, nutrition.l .nd 
biotio faoiora (Radford, 1966). 
a) Olimatic faotors 
i) Light - Light/dark ratio playa the major role in 
determining the bre.ding ••• aOD in .h.ep and in oth.r ., .. ala (Yeates, 
1949; Hart, 1950, Hammond, 1954; Ortavant et al, 1964), at least at 
high latitud.s •. bec.use under tropioal conditions th.re are r.ports 
that do not support thie view" (Symington and Oliv.r. 1966; Smith, 
1967 and others). In sh •• p, at leaat,light e.e.s to gov.rn the 
maoroperiodicity only (Nalbandov" t 1964). 
Sh •• p are known to be u.hort-dayll breeding animals, meaning 
that thel are sen.itive to .8hort hours of light per day, this b.ing 
more important than the gradual decrease in hours of light (Hart, 
1950). Yeates (1949), Hart (1950), and Hafez (1952) provided evidence 
that in m.ny English breeds of sheep the breeding season starts after 
a change from increasing to decrea.ing hours of day light, and Yeates 
(1956) demonstrated similar photosensitivity in Merino ewes. 
Subsequently Radford (1961) demonstrated that continuous light did 
inhibit but not completely suppress the development of normal sexual 
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activity in Merino ewee and th.t the r •• pon.. ot mature Merinaeto 
.~uator1.1 light .ae v.ri.bl., .ome •••• exhibiting oontinuou ••• xu.l 
aotivity, othera ,r.m.ining .ea80nal. Smith (1967) oonoluded th.t the 
•• ch.niam in M.rinoe ••••• d to b. ditt.r.nt tram that at Briti.h 
br •• d., 
Th. neuro-humoral m.ohanism by m.an. of whioh light.stimulu. 
op.rat.s 1. known to invol.e the optio r.oeptor.. the hlpothalamu •• 
the hypophysi., and the r.l.... by thi. gland at l0n.adotrophin.. which, 
in turn stimulate the ovary. An ext.nsive revi •• ot the •• meohaniems 
li.8 out at the soop. of this work. 
ii) Temperature - The .vidence of a regulator.1 ettect at 
t.mperature in the breeding eeason is not clear, McKenaie and 
Phillip. (1933). tound no significant .ft.ot on the initiation ot 
o •• trua by subj.ction of e •• 8 to temp.ratur.s ot ~4g to 48~ F. Dutt 
and Buah (1955) involved t.mp.rature aa a modulator at r.produotiv. 
funotion in sheep when th.y .ho •• d that a lo.ered .nvironmental 
temperature (40~ - ~,~ F.) induoed o •• true .om. 50 day8 earlier than 
in oontrols at a temperature of approximately 90! F. W111iam.et al 
(1956) found a higher inoidence of oe,tru8 in ewe. treated .ith low 
temperatures (70~ to 6o~ F.) than in oontrol e.e. expoeed to ambi.nt 
temperatures. Godley, Kennedy and Hurst (1966) reported similar 
findings, although no significant difterences in average birth date 
were demonstrated tor the different treatments (namely, 'light and 
temperature>, and ooncluded that sexual activity as indicated by 
oestrus in sheep i~ influenced by light, temperature or a combination 
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of both. Lees (1966) auggested that high ambiental temperature. tor a 
.hort period .hortly before the onset at the breeding season delayed 
the onset; he alao auggested that the importanoe of the delay was 
related to the temperature. 
b) Nutritional faotors 
"Flushing" doe. not speed up the onset ot the breeding 
.eason (Kel1e7, 1937, Underwood and Shier, 1941). Malnutrition, on 
the other hand, delay. the on.et of the breeding .eaeon (Quinlan and 
Mare, 1931; Raux, 1936). Under-feeding and over-f.eding, however, 
were reported to have no effect on sexual activity of aheep (Voss, 
1950). Hafez (1952) studied the effects of aUbmaintenance upon the 
breeding season and conoluded that a sUbmaintenance diet started 
betore the onset did not delay the breeding aeaaontbut did decrease 
the percentage of po.aible silent heats from 56% to 36% aa compared 
wi th another group in which aubmaint.enance waa started after the 
breeding aeason was commenced. 
The somewhat conflicting data are interpreted by Hafez (1952) 
as being the result of different latitudes where the experiments had 
been carried out. 
Recent reports, in turn, show a more definitive regulatory 
effect of nutrition upon the breeding season of sheep. SUijendorp 
(1959) has noted an association between occurrence ot oestrus and 
teed availability in Merino ewes in Western Australia. Hunter (1961) 
too, has shown an effect of nutrition upon occurrenoe of oestrus in 
ewes, and Smith (1962, 1966) has demonstrated that both current and 
previous nutritional statue have an influence upon occurrenoe ot 
oestrus in Merino ewea. 
Ahmed at al. (1955) proposed that the ettect of teeding leyel 
may be exerted through the growth of the reproduotive traot and the 
aotivity of the oyaries in pr04uoing ova (both qUantitatively and 
qualitatively). Aooording to Bellows (1962) a high leyel of 
nutrition may operate, in aotiyating ovarian activity, by increasing 
pituitary weight and therefore total FSR and LH production. 
An inorease in gluoose availability provided by high 
nutritional levels has been suggested as the reason for an increased 
hormonal output by the pituitary gland (Howland et al., 1966). 
0) Biotic faotors 
The best known of them is the presenoe of the ram,that can 
modify markedly reproductive activity of e.ea. Eyidenoe haa been 
adduced by Underwood, Shier and Davenport (1944), Thompaon and 
Sohinkel (1952), Riohes and Watson (1954), and Schinkel (1954) that 
the introduotion of rams among Merino e.es in the lat. Spring has a 
stimulating influenoe in the oocurrence of oestrua, and Schinkel 
(1954) has found that under suoh oiroumstancea, there is an immediate 
stimulation of ovulation in the majority of ewes which are not 
already exhibiting oestrus cyoles. Radford and Watson (1957) and 
Edgar (1962), oonfirmed these previous reports with the Merino in 
Spring and the Romney in early Autumn respeotively. 
For Corriedales. reports sustain the existenoe of a ram effeot 
(Lyle and Hunter, 1965; Coop andClnrk, 1968)tthough it may be 
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variable in nature, lor Coop and Clark (1968) report.d • variabl. 
r •• pon •• in .7ftehroni.atlon att.mpte (e •• below) and al.o indir.ct 
.videncas w.re eugga.ted by Coop (pere. eomm.) sine.,wh.n .xamining 
lambins r.oorda tor Corri.dalas,h. tound lambing p.aks tor the 
b.,inning ot the •••• on and oorr •• pondlng to the introduotion of 
r.ms - In .0 •• l.ars but not in oth.r. tor the .ama propert7. Th. 
ram .tt.ot of alt.riDS the ons.t ot the br •• dins •••• on i. b.li.v.d 
to op.rat. short17 prior to,or at the beginning ot,tha bre.ding 
eeasoni on the other band,th.re i8 .videnoe indicating that'th. ram 
atlect might not exist later in the bre.ding .a.aon (Liehman and 
HUnter, 1966). 
The pr •• ence 01 the ram and its subs.quent effect has been 
utilized a. a means of synohronising oe.true cycl •• , Mill.r (oited 
by Lamond, 1964) obt.ined highly succe.stul synohronisation in 
,Merinos in Australia. Edgar and Bllk.y (196,).working with Romn.y 
.wes and Southdown rams r.port.d that the onset ot the br •• ding 
a.ason .as successtully advanced whem rams,wer. introduo.d at the 
beginning of February (shortly betore the ons.t, Averill, 1964). 
Synohronisation was sueoe.stul in both young and mature ew.s and 
entire rame were more elreotive than vaaeotomized ones. Coop and 
Clark (1968) reported successful synchronisation with South Island 
Romneys. The same workers reported variable results tor Corriedale 
ewes. True synchronisation was obtained in aome years but not in 
others and also tor the aame year results varied betw.en flocks. It 
was suggested that thia could be due to a more widely spread onset or 
the breeding season as compared, tor instance, with the Romney. 
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2) Br •• d ditt.r.noe. 
Two types ot breed ditterence. are to b. con.idered, tho.e 
between br.ed. and those within the aame bre.d. Particul.r reterenoe 
i8 going to be made ot Oorriedal. br.ed. 
a) Bet.een bre.d. 
It i. .ell known the t.ot that breed. ot sheep o.n ditt.r 
markedly in the date and intensity ot r •• pon.. to the light stimulus 
.t the on.et ot the br •• ding •••• on. 
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Hate. (19,2), in an extensive study over s.veral breeds ot she.p, 
tound that, although all breeds observed had their mid-breeding season 
around the ahortest day ot the year, there were large variations in 
the onset due, probably, to ditterenoes in the length ot the 
ovulatory period, these ditterenoesdue to genetic properties were 
suggested to be r.lated to the ditterent origins ot the breeda 
oonsidered, involving,therefore,ditter.nt latitude. (Hate., 1950). 
Several further reports with particular referenoe to each breed give 
support to this view, (Asdell, 1946; MeMeekan, 1959; Hart, 1961). 
b) Within breeds 
i) Age - In general ewe lambs come into oestrus later than 
two tooth ewes which in turn are later than mature ewea (Hatez, 1952; 
Smith, 1966). 
Between ewes of the same age there are ditterences as well, 
though these may be small tor Averill (1%4 ),in a aurvey with New 
Zealand Romneys,concluded that all the ewes he examined came into 
oyulatory pha.e wi\h1n 20 day., whiah would indicate no large wtthin 
breed ditterence. tor Romney breed. 
ii) Stra~n - In the other hand, Lamond (1964) reported 
at rain ditterence. in the on.et and inten.ity ot ovulatory activity 
for Merinos in Australia. Strain ditterenae. were sUlle.ted to be 
broulht about by selection (Bates, 1952). 
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iii) Individual - Between year variation. tor the same breed 
have a180 been reported. Underwood, Shier and Dayenport (1944) 
reported a variation trom year to year with the eame type ot sheep in 
the eame locality_ In New Zealand Romney Marsh .tud tlock the 
percentage ot ewe. coming in eeason within the first fiYe week. 
yaried with the lear, and ranged from 69 to 99% (Goot, 1949). Hafez 
(1952) reported no significant ditterence. between years in the 
breeds considered, although indiYiduals did not show constanc7 in 
the time ot on.et betw.en le.re. 
c) On.et in the Corriedale 
World literature 1s very soanty in reports about breeding 
•• ason at the Oorrledale breed. 
Schott, Phillips and Spencer (1939) in the United states of 
North America studling the breeding eeaeon of several local sheep 
(44~latitude North) reported that the onset of oestrus in Corriedales 
was, for mature ewes between August 29 and September 4, and tor 
learlings between September 5 and September 11. McMeekan (1959) 
giyes the end of March as the date of the onset for Corriedales of 
the South Island of New Zealand, determined tor a non stated number 
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ot •••• , 'with va •• otomi •• d ram.. Hart (1961) r.port.d data ot 
reaov.17 ot ova trom the ,1.tot Janllar;y until the 19th otJuD. tor 
Corri.dale. ot the South I.land ot N.w Z,a1and (44! latitude, South). 
Averll1 (1964) roported.that the br •• dlng •••• on ln Corriedal.s in 
Otagowa. thoucht 'o·b. 2::-' ••• k •• arli ... than tor a.IID.,a. tor w)lloh, 
in tun, the ovulator1 aotivi',. waa d.'erm1.n.d a. atarU,ftl at the .nd 
ot 'ebruarJ'" In Ib" •• i1, V.lloao (oit.d b, Spedding" 1965, p',70) 
r.ported tbat the on •• t ot the bnedlns ••• 80n tor Corri.dal.. ('O~ 
latitude South) w.~ at the .nd ot F.bruary. For Uruguay t~a2-35~ 
latitude South) Duran del Campo A. (per •• oomm,) reported the end ot 
January a8 the mean date tor the oneot on ewes running with 
vaaeotomized rams. 
3) Silent heat 
Ovulation without oeatrua(811ent h.at) tak •• plao. betor. the 
onset and arter the end ot the br.eding sea80n a8 revealed by 
slaughterhouse material (Grant, 1933, Robin.on. 19505 and others) and 
by the vaginal smear technique (Cole and Miller, 1945; MCDonald and 
Raeside. 1956). There is no universal agreement a8 to the degree at 
ovulation without oeetrus betore the onset or the breeding season. 
Under natural conditione OVUlations without oestrus were 
reported to occur in 6% or the cases (McKenzie et al., 1933). However, 
Grant (1933, 1934) stated that ovulations without heat occur .normally 
at the beginning or the seaeon. The same was reported by Hammond Jr. 
(1944) Robinson (1950) and others. 
Many referenoes give ~o information as to the nutritional 
atatua of the animals at the time of determination ot silent heat. 
inoidence and as to how ailent heats have been observed and 
recorded. Evaluation of these report. ia therefore very dittioult. 
Considering previous ob.ervations,Sohinkel (1954) stated 
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that all ewes whioh at .laughter had not a previous oorpua luteum 
did not ahow oe.trus in this partioular ovulation. This ia due to a 
laok of progesterone trom a previous oorpu. luteum, oalled "waning" 
corpus luteum. Robinson (1959) proposed that the meohanism was that 
of insuffioient production of oestrogens owing to ineffective 
release of pituitary gonadotrophins. Reardon and Robinson (1961) 
suggested that to these two explanations it must be added in some 
caaea a relative refractoriness to oestrogena in the late Winter and 
early Spring months, possibly as a result ot "stress" induced by 
adver.e environmental tactors. 
a) Breed ditterences 
There seems to be breed difterences in the inoidenoe of 
silent heats (Kelley. 1937, Hafez, 1952, and others). Hafez (1952) 
reported peroentages of silent heat up to 28 per cent for mature 
Blackface M. ewes and 7 per cent for Dorset Horna. Hutohinson et ale 
(1964) reported 13.6 per cent of silent heats in Welsh Mountain ewes. 
Goot (1949) found that less than 2 per cent of silent heats occurred 
in New Zealand Homneyst though under stud oonditions. 
b) M.nag.m.nt ditt.renc.s 
M.nag.ment dift.renc.. in the incid.no. ot .il.nth •• t 
s •• m to be evid.nt .inc. Rich ••• nd W.tson (1954) found with M.rino 
ewes th.t th.·inoid.nc. of .ilent h.ats w •• muoh higher .mong •••• 
oontinuou.ly run.ln, wlth ya •• otomi •• dr.ma thaa •• onl .w •• k.pt 
.way trom r.m. anel b.for. the .t.rt ot the •••• 011 joined to th.lI. 
R.~tord and W.tson (1957) tound no .vidences ot· e11.nt h •• t. in . 
M.rino •••• joined to ram. just prior to the breeding •••• on. Th • 
• t·tect ot Dutrition h •• alr •• dy be.ndt.cus •• d. 
4)"Str.sa"and onset 
Other tactors than the normally described can affect the time 
ot onset of the breeding 8eason, at least in aome breeds of sh.ep. 
One of them is the "stress" tactor. 
In laboratory animals it has be.n obs.rved alterationa in the 
normal r.productive b.haviour brought about by "str.ss". 
Arvay, Kertesz and Lampe (1959) reported that severe nervous 
stimulation can bring about changes in ovarian activity ot sexually 
active rats. These chang.s were ot inoreased oycles tollowed by a 
lasting state of dioestrus. It has also be.n reported that some of 
the change8 in function were accompanied by morphological ohanges. 
Also Arvay and Nagy (1958) showed that juvenile albino rats oan 
reaoh the atage ot sexual maturity significantly earlier when severe 
nervous stimulation is applied at the appropriate time and in the 
correct way. These authors conclude that the adenohypophysia 
responds to a nervous stimulation with an increased hormonal 
funotion, produoing inoreased amounts not only ot ACTH, as it haa 
been shown to happen in "stress" (Seyle. 1947) but also ot 
gonadotrophic hormonee. Herbert and Zuokermann (1957) working with 
ferrets observed that "stress" oaused 'by operation. brought about 
unexpeoted synohronized ovulations. 
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In domestic animal. a few reports of modified ovarian activity 
due to "stre •• " have been made. 
Shorthorn heifers moved by road ovulated aoon after the 
journey a8 reported by Lamond (1962). Hafez and Sugie (1963) have 
reported the frequent oocurrenoe of ovulation unaooompanied by 
oestrus in beef heifers transported long distanoes. . Sows under the 
same oiroumstanoes were reported to ovulate more than non ... t'ransported 
oounterparts (Nalbandov, 1964). 
In sheep, Braden et ale (1964) noted a high proportion ot 
reoently formed oorpora lutea in removed ovaries from anoestrus 
Merino ewes. There was not any asaooiation of these ewes with rams 
that would aftect ovarian aotivity as reviewed (see p.7). The 
ewes had been subjected to the severe "stress" of a 24 hours rail 
journey a few days prior to ovariectomy. Braden and Moule (1964) 
following the unexpected findings of the previous experiment 
(above), oarried out a study to determine the cause of those 
synohronized ovulations, in Merino ewes. It was concluded that in 
anoestrous ewes, ovulation unaocompanied by oestrus was often 
induced by severe "stress". Morphologioal changes were reported, 
consisting of large oavities in the body of oorpora lutea, being 
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th •• e morphological ohange. a •• ooiated with "str...... A 1801" •• xt.n •• 
revi •• ot th ••• tinding. i. pr ••• nt.4 in pas. 22/ Lans (1964) 
observ.d the .tt.ot. ot tran.portation on ovarian ohans.. in Merino 
.w •• during a .ix month. p.riod (JuJ..y to F.bruary) wh.n the induoed 
ovulations varied tram 85 p.r oent to 0 p.r'a.a' in 4itt.r.nt tlooks 
and tim... H. oonalude. that the U •• ot abattoir mat.rial tor 
a •• esem.nt ot .exual aotivlt7 ot ew •• may b. mi.l.adlng unl ••• 
allowano.'i. mad. tor ovulatlon. induo.d b, tran.portation and 
propos.d that some ot the variability in the lnoid.nc. ot induoed 
ovulations may possibly be explained by dittering susoeptibility 
aocording to the stage ot the anoestrus period. 
It seems to be that there are variations betwe.n breeds in 
response to "stress". For instance, Averill (1964),in an extensive 
trial reoording ovulatory aotivity trom Romney ewes of ditterent 
looalities of the South and North Island. ot New Zealand, by means ot 
reproductive tract. oolleoted at s.veral Freezing Works,did not 
observe any situation likely to b. attributed to nstr.BS". 
B) REPRODUOTIVE TRACT CHANGES 
Reproductive tract organs normally undergo oyclio ohangea 
throughout the breeding season. For slaughterhouse material thes. 
changes can be observed in the uterus, ovaries, and ovum migration 
after OVUlation has occurred. 
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1) Vasina 
Histologioal ohan,e. in the Tagina were reported to ooour 
(Lada, 1961, 1962, Sitar.ka and Mazurozak, 196,). Thi. topic 1. not 
going to be further reTiewed since it is not releTant to the pre.ent 
experiment. 
2) Uterus 
07oU.O ohans •• in the uterus of breed.ing ewe. have been 
·4e.oribed (Marahall, 190'. Oa8ida and Moltenzi., 19'2; Grant,19'~. 
Oole and Miller, 19'5, HoKenste'and Terrill, 19'7). Hammond (1944) 
reported that the uterus tended to be more turgid about the time of 
oTulation. Histologioal changes within a 01cle of the uteruB were 
summarized by Eickstein and Zuokermann (1956) a. follows 1 "During 
anoestruB the organ is in a state of quiescenoe. D.uring proestrus 
and oestrus the stromal oells show Illitotio aotiTity, being alao 
marked oedema and Tascular oongestion of the muooea". 4180, 
increasing growth and ~oiling of the endometrial glands, with an 
increase in the height of the epithelium in the fundue of the glando, 
oocur during the luteal part of the cycle. 
Hammond. Hammond and Park •• (1942) ooncluded that the weight 
of the uterus Taried markedly between animals and therefore it was 
not possible to relate uterus weight to any other reproduotiYe 
characteristio. 
Roux (19,6) concluded that low leTel rations inhibit the 
deTelopment of the uteri of young sheep, and besides that nutrition 
appeared to affect the weight of the uteri of mature aheep. 
Furthermore he found no relation.hip between .eicht ot the ~terU. 
and .exual aotivity_ 
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Chang •• in. the o.rvical aaau. have been de.orib.d (Re.tall, 
1961, 1962) but th.y are ot little value for po.t-marte. examinationa. 
3) O.arie. 
Ohange. in the ovari,. are by far the mo.t important and are 
reYiewed a. change. in the aotual OYary ti.aue, in the Graatian 
folliole., and atter ovulation a. ohang,. in the oorpua luteum. 
a) Ovary aize 
Grant (1934) in a detailed work over more than 90 genitalia 
at various stages ot the oyole .tated that changea in ovary .ize and 
weight occur during the oe.tru. period, but due mainly to the aize of 
larg.et folliolee and ot oorpora lutea, and not to cyolioal changes 
of the ovarian tiasue. themaelves_ There seem to be large variations 
between ovariee,and the only trend .eeme to be an increase with age, 
due to an increaae in the amount of fibroustisaue. 
McKenzie and Terrill (1937) found nO significant trend 1n the 
ahangea ot aize of ovaries during the breeding eeasona. They found 
more often an increaee than a decrease 1n aize of the oVariea as the 
season progressed,but the majority sho.ed no def1nitive change. 
Hutchinson and Robertson (1966) found a significant oorrelation 
between ovarian weight and the total follioular plus oorpora lutea 
volume, th1s further supports Grant's view that ohanges in ovarian 
tissue do not oocur throughout the season. 
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There are no ole.r report .. on the pos.ible ettect ot nutrition 
on oval'1 IIi ••• 
b) Right and lett ovarie .. aotivity 
Olark (1934), MeKenaie and Terrill (19'7) and Beula! (1939) 
reported that the right OVar.1 in sheep prod~oe. more Gorpora l~tea 
than the lett ovary. Oa.i4a et &1., (1966) tound that ewea with 
aingle ovulationll had 61.8; oorpora lutea in the right ovary, and that 
ewe. with more than one oorpora lutea had 55.5% oorpora lutea in the 
right ovary. 
c) Graatian tollicle. 
The development of Graatian follicle. throughout the year 
follows the aame pattern, or,better, it indioates the degree ot 
activity of ovaries. There are marked ditterences between breeds, 
some ot them showing a oontinuoua growth throughout the year, and 
other ahowing a period of relative quieaoenee (RaUX, 1936f Hammond Jr., 
1944, Warwiok, 1946, Watson, 1952; Lammond. Wellll and Miller, 1963)~ 
Merino ewe.,tor instanoe (Watson, 1952) ahowed follioular 
growth and OVUlation all the year round, while other breeda have in 
turn a period of relative quiescence toll owing the breeding sea80n. 
However,Hutohinson (1966) doea not agree with the term "quieaoenoe", 
suggesting that tollicular growth always ooourseven though ovuiation 
stage is not reached. 
Aocording to Quinlan and Mare (1931), rapid enlargement ot the 
follioles destined to rupture at the next oestrus oocurs shortly 
atter ovulation, these tollicles oontinuing to grow, but very slowly, 
during the remaiilder ot the oyole. However, follioular development 
wltbiQ a oycl •••• de.cribed a •• teadythroughout the oestrus cyole 
tollowed by a rapid growth. few hours betore the ovul.tion oooura 
(Gr.nt. 19,4). ·OD. the other handtHutohinson and'Robertson (1966) 
ol.tm1;h.t·th.re ts an tntena. lollicular srow'h immediately,.tter 
ovulation, due poe.lbly to higb l.vel'eof oe.trog.nsand at LH/FSH 
r.tlo,- Tbey oOllolUd. thatllloat ot tbe flnal tolliole si.. 1. 
reaoh.d. wlthlD the tlrat te. day. at the oe.tn. o1'ole. 
Slnoe many workers .re now tavourlng • ate.dy rate ot FS'H 
aecretion, this would tend to support the vlew at a ste.dy growth at 
Graati.n tollloles throughout the cycle. 
d) Corpus luteum 
Soon atter ovulation the oavity ot the tollicle i8 tilled 
by the proliteration at tollicle wall cells, thls new gland, the 
oorpu. luteum, normally grows and. decllne. withln an oestrua cycle. 
undergoing macroscoplc changes ln slze, shape and colour. 
Growth and decline at the corpus luteum have been described 
by a number of authors. Marshall (1904), Quinlan and. Mare (1931). 
Grant (1934), Warbritton (1934), and othera. These authors have 
shown that in the non-pregnant ewe, the corpus luteum tallows a 
regular growth and decline pattern, maximum size being reached 
between the sixth and ninth day after ovulation. 
Dun, Ahmed and Morrant (1960) combined the published 
measurements at corpora lute. size made by Quinlan and Mare (1931), 
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K.1le7 (19'7) and McKenzie and Terrill (19'7>. and oompoaed a graph 
that, aooord1ng to them, Gould be \u,ed to prediot corpora lutea age, 
aince corpus luteulD .iI:ewaa plotted. againat d&7a after ovulat10n. 
Re.tall, (196~) arsue.that the abo'V. mentioned graph 1s aot aoourate, 
due to the tact~that the two work. aD whioh the,lrapb wa. ba.e4 
were reported a. two different lIea.ure .. not.. ae •• rrled out an 
eXperiment inoludins" Merino e.e.'ot lIixed age elaughtered at 
differentt1.... atter owl&t1on. Oorpora lute. diameter waa .a.ured 
and then plotted again.t known time Arter o.stru., and two 
cur'Vilinear r.gr.ssions •• re oalculat.d, on. for growth period 
(i ••• , 1 to 10 d~s) and other tor the decline p.riod (i •••• 14 to 25 
days). He stat.d that research work.rs intending to ue. large 
amounts of slaughter houe. material can make us. of the regr.ssion8 
calculated. 
Ohange. in shape of corpus luteum after OVUlation are 
, 
desoribed by Quinlan and Mare (19,1). After o'Vulat1on the walls of 
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the oavit7 collapse. but retaining 80me fluid; after ,0 hours th. 
eavit, ill filled b1 luteal ti •• ue and the corpus luteum .tart. to 
project abo'Ve the surtace of the ovary as a "rosette.shaped" dark 
r.dd1sh prominenc.. This projection may reach a height of O,'cm. 
and a diamet.r of 0.6 om. The aorpus luteum is always spher.-shap.d 
or l1Jlightly oval. Ocoasionally there is a prism-shaped tendency. 
Atter mid term of the inter-oestrus period the ros.tte-shaped part 
gradually begins to disappear and the corpus sinks into the ovarian 
tissue, remaining the sam. shape until it beoames a brown speck only. 
Grant. (19,4) gave a de.criptlon 1." agreement with this ot Quinlan 
and Mare (19"). 
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·Chang.s in, colour of the luteal tisaue were reported. to oeour. 
Quinlan aDd Mare (19,')de.oribed th •• e ohange. a. beins trom redcli.h-
pink'ooioured 'oorpora'lut •• at the be.inning, gradua117 .howl.s 
alight ~hllnges to' bttcJome pale'r, but remaining pale reddish-pink 
oOloured 'throughout the inter~oe"trou. p.riod. Julit prior to the 
next oestrus the7 d.eeertbed. a .light tinge of 7ellow developing. 
Atter next OVUlation a rapid deqline 1. described' and Ohange. i. 
oolour towards yellow. Older qorpora,l'utea are deecribed by the.e 
authors as brown specks under the ovary surtaoe. Grant (1934) 
reported a more detailed descriptio. of changes in colour of the 
corpus luteum. The very young oorpus is represent.d on the surfaoe 
by a minute red spot. Then the rosette-shaped prominenoe has at 
about two day" a deep red colour. Colour is deeper at the prominence 
becau.e ot extrava.ation of blood. There are no further changes 
until 24-36 hour. betore the onset of a new heat period. when the 
corpus rapidly 10 •••• its red oolour, and the regres.ing bocly i. 
r.presented superticially by a hard white or slightly 7ellow area of 
the ovar7, becoming de.per gradually to orange or brown, a la8t trace 
remaining distinguishable as a minute brown or ohooolate ooloured 
patch fer several months and perhaps permanently. Dun, Ahmed and 
Morrant (1960) working with Herin06also gave a scale of colours 
tollowing standard shades of the British Colour Council. This soale 
was of seven colours or shadea; Madder Carmine, Terra Cotta, Burnt 
si.nna. Brown Oohr., Law Si.nna, Middl. Ohrom., and Gold, reported 
to oocur at zi, 6, 10, 15. 17, Z1 and 31 day. atter ovulation. 
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Restall (1964) report.d, tor corpora lut.a of known age, the tollowing 
colours: red, 1 ,to 8 day., pink, about 11 days, fading pink to 
y.llowi_h, 14-18 days, and yellow, 18-2; day. atter ovulation. 
The existenoe ot two type. ot normal mature oorpora lutea, one 
with a oavity oooupying the c.ntral part (i •••• hollow) and a •• oond 
type without such a oav1ty (i ••• , solid), ha". b •• n desorib.d in 
g.nitalia of ew._ ooll.oted at abbato!r. (Grant. 1934, Arthur, 1956, 
Enriquez de Salamanoa, 1957),but generally attract.d little att.ntion. 
Braden and Moul. (1964) oonclud.d that the pres.nce ot a large cavity 
in the corpus luteum oft.n s •••• d to have be.n induoed by transportation 
"stress", but the amount of luteal tissue and its microscopic 
appearanoe did not usually app.ar much diff.rent from .olid oorpora 
lutea. 
In mature .we., within a few hours atter the ovulation, the 
ovum pass.s to the junction ot the ampulla and iathmus of the 
Fallopian tube, and then sp.nda about 72 houra .oying along the tube 
, before entering the uterua (Edgar. 1962). 
Both in young ewes and in induced-to-ovulate temales this 
time was ahorter (Edgar and Asdell, 1960). 
Recovery of ova teohniqu.s and a criterion to difterentiat. 
between normal and abnormal ova have been developed by Hart (1956). 
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In the eame paper it was reported, alao a criterion to ditferentiate 
between tertilized and untertilized ova, .orking on the b.aia ot the 
presence or absence ot spermatozoa at the zona pellucida. Moet 
workers followed later the same prinoiples. 
c) OVULATION RATE 
Ovulation rate i. given by the number of ova ahed per e.e in 
one 8ingle ovulatory period. 
Ovulation rate within the breeding season is believed to be 
governed by environmental faotorS. However. breed ditferenoes have 
been reported to oocur. 
1) Environmental faotors 
a) Light 
Light/dark ratio is believed to be responsible tor the 
rise and fall in ovulation rate within the breeding season. There is 
no universal agreement on when the "peak" of ovulation rate ooours. 
Part of this disagreement oould be due to the use of ditterent breeds 
and teohniques, tor its determination. 
There is a within-season rise and tall in the mean numbers of 
ovulations per ewe (McKenzie and Terrill, 1937; Hammond. 1944; Watson, 
1952; Averill 1955, 1959; HoDonald, 1958, 1961 and others). 
Ovulation rate measured by the number of oorpora lutea of 
laparotomized ewes increases trom the first to the third ovulation 
(MoDonald and Chtang, 1966) and first to seoond (Allison, 1968). 
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The incidence ot abnormal ova was demonstrated to vary throughout the 
breed.ins a •• son (Brambell, 1948, Hart, 1,961),theretore an interpretation 
ot ovulation rate records measured by the number ot oorpora lute. must 
take into acoount the above mentloned fluctuat10n. 
MUlt1ple b1rtha taken as a meaaure ot ova ahed, .ere oonsidered 
b1 Marshall (1922) and Hammond (1944) to postulate that the number ot 
ovulat10ns per e.e is h1gher at the early parts of the seasonal 
matings •. On the other hand ·Johans8on and Han.on (1943), Averill (1955) 
and Allden (1956) tavour· the m1ddle ot the season as the moment when 
more OVUlations per ewe ooour. 
b) Nutrition 
Clark (1934) indicated an inorease in OVUlation rate ot mature 
ewes due to "fluahing" tor a period as short a8 approximately , weeks 
in one ot two t'riale. McKenzie and Terrill (19'7) and El-Shiekh et al. 
(1955) have demonstrated oon'sistent inOl'eaSe8 in ovul.tion rate trom 
higher levels ot feeding over an extended periodot time. Ahmed at &1. 
(1955) reported, as well as higher OVUlation rate, larger tollicles 
and higher density of small tollicles, with a high level ot nutr1tion. 
Foote et al. (1959) reported ditferences averaging 30 par cent in 
OVUlation rate when comparing two d1fterent levelS of nutrition, in 
favour ot the high level. They concluded that the only factor that 
fully explains theae differences was body~weight. Coop (1962) 
reported a significant increase in twinning rate with increasing body 
weight. Killeen (1967) showed that both size and condition are 
important in Border Leicester x Merino ewes. He reported that the 
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higher the body weight ot ewe. at mating the higher the ovulation 
rate, and that an inoreas'e in oondi ti'on by high level.. of nutrition 
prior to mating inoreased OVUlation rate, being this ettect independent 
of the .ttect of body .eight at mating. tax and Brown (1968) reported 
results in agreement with Ooop (1962). Smith (1964) and Killeen (1967). 
0) nifferences between environments 
Ditterenaes between environmente were found to influence 
ovulation rates even it body weishts did Dot ohange (McDonald and 
Ch'ang, 1966). 
d) Other faotors 
Factors such as temperature and the prosence of the ram 
have not been reported as to attect ovu~ation rate. 
2) Breed ditferenoes 
a) Between breeds - Characteristic breed differences exist 
and are refleoted in feoundity, &s tabulated by Asdell (1946). 
b) Within breeds - There seem to be ditterences within the 
same breed, for Averill (1964) found differenoes in ovulation rate 
for New Zealand RomDeYSt ewes of the Southern regions showed much 
higher OVUlation rates than those of the Northern ones. Differences 
in latitude are believed to cause these variations. 
c) In Corriedales - Heports ot the "peak" ovulation rate 
for Corrie dale breed are variable. Terrill and Stoehr (1939) gave a 
figure of 118.0 per cent for Corriedalesin the United States. 
Rasmussen (1941) differentiating between Canadian Corriedales and 
Corriedales in Canada,reported an OVUlation rate of 146.0 per cent 
and 114",9 percent re .. peotl".ly_ Hl,lrt(1961) ga"e a "alue of 1,2 
pel' cent tor Corrie dale. 1n New Zealand. Coop (1962) reported 40 
p.r cent ot tw1nn1~s tat. tor New Z.aland Corr1edal ••• 
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CHAPTER III 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
A) FARMS SOURCE OF ANIMALS 
The reproductive tracts oollected were trom 1147 Oorriedale 
ewes coming trom seven difterent properties situated in Canterbury 
(43 to 44g latitude South) as shown in Figure 1 (p"z), 
A brief description of each tarm and of eaoh group ot ewes 
alaughtered,tollows. 
1) Ashley Den. 
It ia one ot the Lincoln College'8 oommeroial tarms, situated 
at Ell.smer., about 17 mil •• south ot Christohurch and about 18-19 
mil.s trom the place ot slaughter. It comprises 878 aores ot light 
land. 
The tertility reoords ot the Corrie dale tlook indioate a 
lambing percentage ot 110-115 per cent. There is a tertility 
seleotion policy, based on the seleotion of twin rams and e •• s. The 
usual time ot mating has been about the end ot Maroh or beginning of 
April. 
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The 71 ewe •• laughtered in two groups. trom which reproduotive 
traots were oollected,were mainly ca.t-tor-age and were bred on the 
property. The te,ding level ot the.e two groups ot animal. prior to 
slaughter was reported to be minimal, and the bodJ oondition 
variable, due to the aSe ot the animals. 
The two groups were mustered"yarded and truoked within a tew 
hours and were slaughtered the tollowlng day, on the 22-1-68 and 
13-2-68. The oollection ot reproduotive traots wa. made, theretore, 
within 48 hours atter mustering. 
The average oarcass weights of the two groups are given ln 
Table 3 (Chapter IV. p.49). 
2) Bowenvale 
Private tarm situated on the hills of Banka Peninsula with an 
area ot 873 aores ot hill oountry land, looated about 12 miles from 
the plaoe ot slaughter. 
The lambing peroentage ot the last few years haa been about 
93 to 95 per cent with no shepherding at all. There was at the time 
no selection tor tertility. The usual time ot mating is around the 
11th ot March. 
The 192 ewes slaughtered, tram which reproductive tracts were 
collected, in tour groups, were cast-tar-age and culled tor poor 
teeth. These animals were bought in from North Canterbury as four 
and five year old ewes. Before slaughter the ewes were grazing 
improved tussock hill country pasture. 
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All groups slaughtered weN muetered at 6 a.m. on a Sunday, 
trucked on the .tternoonand slaughtered in the morning ot the tollow-
ing dq •. The colleotion ot reproduotive tracts w ... , the!'etore, made 
wlthin ,6 hours att.r muatering. 
The ave rase carca.~ .etght. ot the four groups are siven in 
Table , (OhapterIV, p. 49) • 
,) Holl:cmouBt 
Prlvate tarm situated at Springston, about 14 mile. south ot' 
Christchurch and about 26 ml1e8 trom the place ot alaughter. Thi. 
property haa 448 acrea ot light land, car1'7ing a total ot 1800 sheep. 
Lambing percentages or 110 per cent have been recorded tor the 
last tew years_ There is nO knowledge or any selection tor fertility. 
The u8ualti.e of mating is the 1st ot March. 
The 280 reproductive tracts oOllected were trom Corriedale 
ewes, (originated in North Canterbul'7~ slaughtered ln two groups. The 
animals were cast-tor-age ewes oroulledbecause or udder or lambing 
troubles. The reeding betore elaughterconsiated ot spring-aummer 
pasture with avery little-second-growth rape. The body condition ot 
the animala was reported as poorlah. 
All ewes were mustered, yarded and trucked within a tew hours 
on the day previous to slaughter. The collection ot reproductive 
tracts was, theretore, made within ,6 hours atter mustering. 
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The average caroass weights of the two groups slaughtered are 
'given in Table 3 (Chapter IV, p.~9). 
4) ColleseArable Farm 
Another ot the L1nooln College'. tarms, situated olose to the 
College at Lincoln. Looated at about 1, mile. south ot Christohurch 
and about 25 miles from the plaoe ot slaughter. 
The 8~ reproductive tracts oolleoted were trom Corried_le e.es 
bought in as cast-tar-age trom a NorthCanterbUr.y hill country 
replaoement flock. These animals were kept on the farm tor two years 
for export lamb production. 
The two groups of ewes slaughtered were kept, before 
slaughter, on short dry feed. The animals were yarded and trucked 
in the same day at slaughter. Theretore collection of reproductiVe 
tracts was made within 24 hours after mustering. 
The average carcass weighta ot the two groups slaughtered are 
given in Table' (Chapter IV, p.49). 
5) PaparuB Prison 
This tarm run on a commercial basis is situated 1n Templeton 
area at about 6 miles trom the place of slaughter. It comprises 
2000 to 3000 acres of light land. 
There is a selection tor fertility, though not very intense, 
partly because of increasing stock numbers. Ewes are bred on the 
tarm and mated to rams bred on the property trom a selected flock. 
The usual time of mating is around the 15th of March. It is noted 
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that the mating period is quite lon,_ The lambing peroentase reoords 
indioate 105 to 115 per oent tor the la.tfew years. 
The reproductive tracts oolleoted were from 315 Corriedale 
ewea oaat-tor-age as four to five yeara old. Betore .laulhter the 
feed1a. l.vel .a. unusually high &ad it .a. repor~ed to be d1tlloult 
to avoid overfatne •• at slaughter. 
The five group •• laughtered were GUlled in De.ember and rUB a. 
one mob until the' apaoe of the Fre •• ing Works permited .ome animals 
to be slaughtered~ Each time the whole mob WaS yarded late on 
Sunday afternoon, the number required drafted off and trucked on 
Sunday evening to be slaughtered early on Monday morning. 
The average carcass weights of the five groups slaughtered are 
given in Table 3 (Chapter IV, p.49). 
6) Watson and Topp. and Barhill 
A single collection of ovaries was made from one group of ewes 
ot each property. The date of collection was very early and likely 
to be out of the normal breeding season for Corriedales, theretore 
no further data were recorded from these farma. 
Carcass weights of the two groups of animals are given in 
Table 3 (Chapter IV, p.49). 
Figure 1 
Location of Farm. aad Freezins Work. 
Wat.on at Topp ........... 
OXFORD 
I • 
+ 
BANKS 
PENINSULA 
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B) OOLLEOTION OF REPRODUOTIVE TRAOTS 
Slaughtering of animals waa made at three Freeling Work. Dear 
Ohristchurch. Ewes trom Ashley Dene and Oollege Arable Farm to 
Oanterbur,r Fro.en Meat OompaAJ at Beltaat,thos. trom Hollymount and 
Paparua Prison toNe. Zealand Refrigerating Oompanl at I.1inlton,and 
tho.e tram Bowenvale to Borthwiok. at Beltast, respectively. 
Slaughter proo.dure tollowed the usual' pattern in each Freesing Wo~k., 
there being no real ditterence. betwa.n the thre •• 
Firet collection of material was done on the 19th of December, 
1967,and the last on the 4th at April, 1968. Number ot group. 
slaughtered and intervale bet.ee~ 81aughter~ are aho~n, tor each tarm, 
Oolleotion ot organs waa made at th. point on the ohain after 
the evioeration operation when abdominal oontents are put on 
individual meohanically moving tray.. From the beginning ot the 
experiment until the 30th at January, 1968,on1y ovaries .ere colleoted, 
and atter a primary olaesitication done on the plaee betwe.n ovaries 
with corpora lutea (one cycle old)· and oTarias without corpora lutea, 
the two groups were put in separate plastio bags. From the 6th at 
• In the text the term corpus luteum is used tor corpora ot le.a 
than 17 days and the term corpus albiaans tor older ones. 
Figure 2 
Pattern and frequency of s1aughter 
~ Date of slaughter 
Ashley Dene • -
Barhill =-= 
Bowenva1e • - - • 
College Arable 
Farm • -
Hollymount - -
Paparua Prison - - - - - -
Watson & Topp :-= 
Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 
F.bruary onwards whole r.produotiv. tract., .xcluding vagina and 
vulva w.r. r.mov.d. and placed in order of coll.otion on trq.~ 
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Carcass weights ot .ach flock w.re record.d at the end ot the 
chain in most of the oa..... DUe to probl.m. in obtaining the 
oorr.sponding oarOas. w.ights to 0011ect.4 ut.ri, mainly b.oau •• of 
oaroass •• r.j.oted or .1d. "'Chained tor clos.r insp.ction, an4 the 
impo.sibility of r.moYing .aCh r.produotiv. traot, only flook av.rag. 
oarcas. w.1ghts w.r. reoorded in the la.t f.w coll.otion., 
In each occasion either ovari •• or r.productive tracts w.re 
transported to the College and thenplac.d on cold rooms within 5 
hours after collection. The ovari.s trom the first tour groups were 
actually kept on freezing rooms until examination. 
Reproductive tracts were removed eith.r by Linooln College 
personnel or by meat inspectors" 
In the evioeration proc.ss some reproduotive tract. w.re 
damaged and then incomplete organs .ere obtained. Th. criteria 
applied when examining th.s. organa i. d.soribed el •• wh.r •• 
C) EXAMINATION OF THE MATERIAL 
The actual examination of the material was started on the 12th 
of January_ Four groups of ovaries had been kept under deep freeze. 
From the 12th onwards the examination was done as soon as possible 
after collection_ When overnight storage had to be done (cold room 
at 36-402 F.) Boaked oloths were plaoed over the reproductive traots 
1n order to avoid the drying up ot,organs. 
The e,xaminat i aD., ot the material was carried out in the 
tollowing way. 
While on11 ovaries were removed,each one was care tully examined 
for the pre.enoe ot large tol11cle. and then mea.ured trom pole to 
pole to the near •• t mil1imetr.~ Tho.e oontaining corpora lutea were 
sectioned and the corpus luteum .e •• ured to the neareat millimetre aa 
explained below., 
When whole reproductive tracta were removed the prooedure tor 
eaoh individual genitalia was as tollows: 
Any tat or excess tissue was trimmed; keeping only a halt 
length ot the cervix; the entire uterus; the Fallopian tube., the 
ovaries and corresponding ligaments. 
Ovary size was measured trom pole to pole to the neareat 
millimetre. OVaries, Fallopian tubes, and ligaments were removed and 
the remainder was weighed to the neareat gram and recorded as uterus 
weight. 
Ovaries were further examined for density and size ot Graafian 
follioles; being classitied by eye surfaoe examination only, into 
tour groups: 
1) Quiescent ovary, no tollicles apparent at the ovary surtace. 
2) Poorly active ovary. very rew small tollioles apparent. 
3) Quite aotive oval:'Y, many small folliole. apparent. 
4) tully aattveovary. some large folLioles - of moro than 
4mm., and many amall onee. 
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Wben corpora lutea were pre.eDt, ovaries oontaining the. were 
ola •• ttied into the fourth group. 
Where Graalian tolliole. were pre.ent a further s"bola •• tttoation 
was made as tollows. 
1) Lees than 4mm. 
2) Between 4 and 8mm. 
3) More than 8mm. 
The exact number ot apparent follicles waa recorded tor the 
last two groups, in the case of the first group on11 den.ity, as none, 
few or many. was recorded. 
Corpora lutea, when presenttwere examined in the toll owing way: 
Firstly number and location (right or left ovaries) were 
recorded, secondly a .ection following a plane on the main diameter 
was made with a scalpel, then meaBurements to the neareat millimetre 
of the two main diameters were taken. 
The pr~sence of a cavity at least as large as the thickness of 
the two walls, in the body of the corpus lut.um, was recorded as 
hollow tollowing Braden and Moule (1964). 
The classification of corpora lutea into days after OVUlation 
was done considering several items at the same time" namely: 
1) Colour of the body ot the corpus luteum after sectioning. 
a) Colour uel ahape ot the lo ... 'ion protneli ... on the 
'GY.l'lu .urtao. (_ ... 4 I'OM't .... tta,.4). 
') CouiatellG7 01 lut.al. ti •• u •• 
4) Pr ••• na. in .ith •• or both o.ari •• of lar •• Graatian 
tol1ial ••• 
5) Humber of oorpora lut •• » .... nt in ~o'h o.arl ••• 
6) 8i •• ot tb. oorpu. la'eu. 11 .. n b7 the '.0 maln 41 ... 'er8. 
This ol'lterion was d ••• lope4 t0110wi.. in't'al traiDin8 und.r 
the guidaDoe ot Dr. nart at the b.giuin8 of the .xperi_Dt and 
completed by m •• n8 ot 80me reproductive traotsreaoved trom a sroup ot 
.... of known date of ooming into oestrua, slaught.red at the 
Collese'8 butoher,r. A oomplete d.soription ot thi. aid. trial 1-
81Yen in the Appendix (p,1rn). 
neooY.r" ot ova trom either tbe Fallopian tub.. or the uterine 
horn. wa. att.mpt.4 in 8abJ 0.... to enau... a oorreot ol ••• itl.ation 
ot corpora lutea. Th. orit.rion fol10.ed was that report.d hI Edgar 
(1962). 
The teobniq,u. utili •• 4 w •• described b1 Hart (19~6) oonaiatln8 
ot tbe ... hing out of oVa tro. either the Fallopian tube or the 
ut.rine horn with a sallne 80lution with the help ot an blpod .... tc 
.yringa and an blpodermte needle. A detailed description ot this 
teohnique WAS presented b7 Allison (1961). The Bearching of ova wae 
carried out using a binooular diesection mioroscope with Q zoom lone. 
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More than one 0101e old oorpora, wh.n pr.s.nt .t the •••• time 
•• oorpora lut8., .er. consider.d aa oorpora albioantia. Location 
size and number .er. reoorded in the sam. w&1 as desoribed tor oorpor. 
lut.a. This was possible with on. C1cl. old corpora albioantia onl,. 
b.cau •• old.r ones, ott.n pr •• ent, appear as little brown sp.cks 
undiatingui.habl. trom others, prob.bl, belonging to th. previoua 
a8a.on, or to out-ot-a.ason oYUlationa. 
An .xample ot the r.oordiDg pap.r sh •• t utilized ia .hown in 
Figure , with theoretioal pos.ibilitie. tor eaoh oolumn. Some 
measurementa ar .. given as well, theae were tak.n at random. 
Farm: 
Ovarr Graafian 
No. size lett 
1, r -4 14-8 8+ 
1 1.4 1.5 M 0 0 
2 1.7 1.2 M 1 1 , 1.4 1.6 Vi 0 0 
4 1.9 2.1 M 2 1 
Figure" 
Reoording, eheet 
Freezing Works I 
tollioles Corpus 
right age 
-4 4 ... 8 8+ 1 r 
M 2 0 5d 5d 
F 0 0 1d -
/ 
0 0 0 .. -
M 3 1 14d 14d 
Date: 
lut.um Corpus .izl 
1 I' albicaDS 
9x7 8x7' 1 t 
3x3 
5x4 - 0 
4x4 
... - 0 
7x6 7x5 2 R 
6x5 3x3 
4x3 
Uterus 
weight 
46 
53 
32 
71 
40 
D) ANALYSIS OF DATA 
No data was included trom tracts which oould be ola •• itied a. 
tollow8' 
1) Inoomplete reproduotive tract., ovarie. or uterine horn. 
mi •• ing (damaged at the eViceration process). 
2) Atretic senitalia, tollowing Averill (1964) uteri weighing 
les8 than 25gm. and h1popl •• ic ovarie., subjectively 
appraised. 
3) Follicular abnormaliti •• , namely cystic tollicle. (referred 
to as luteinized tollicles by some authors). 
Ovaries having corpora lutea ot less than 17 days ot age were 
considered to belong to the last oestrus cycle betore the 
slaughtering. for each particular flock. 17 days were taken as an 
approximate tigure cf interval between two ovulations within the 
breeding season as reported by several workers (McKenzie and Terrill, 
1937, and many others). 
Genitalia rejected for reasons given betore were not included 
in the total number ot ewes given tor each observation. 
Average carcass weights were obtained tor all slaughter groups. 
Results obtained were statistically analyzed as follows, 
a) x2 test was used to teat the Significance of: 
i) the etfect ot carcass weight on the onset of the ovulatory 
season. 
ii) difference. in aotiYity of right and lett ovaries, 
iii) difterenee. in den.ity ot Graatian tolliole., 
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iv) ditterence. in incidence of hollow oorpora luteal 
v).dittereDoe. in .ize ot corpora lutea between .iDC1. and 
twin ovulation •• 
vi) ditterenc •• from .xpected value. ot .ome 0-, d&1 
ovu.lation •• ,In this ea.e, expected value. were 
oon.idered as being 17.5 per oent of the total Dumber 
ot ovulations tor each observation. ,The •• value. were 
compared with the actual number ot 0-3 day ovulations 
reoorded for eaoh corresponding Observation. 
b) A linear regression equation was used to express the 
relationship between individual oarcass ~nd uterus weights. 
c) Two curvilinear equations were caloulated in an attempt to 
express the growth and deoline of oorpus luteum and corpus 
albicans up to the 32nd day after OVulation. 
E) CLIMATIC CONDITIONS 
In order to give a more complete picture ot the general 
conditions under which the present experiment has been carried out, 
monthly averages ot rainfall, temperatures and hours ot .unshine 
are given, tor the period between December 1967 and April 1968, in 
Figures 4, 5 and 6, respectively. These figures are shown in 
page 420 Mean values of 25 years of observations are given as well 
and are referred to as Station means. 
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Figure 4 
HogthlY rainfall 
1C 1967/68 
o station mean 
..,.-tt ____ _ 
o - ~ _:=-"'""' _____ --- 0 /-:-___ _ 
Ie 
Deo. Jan. Feb. Mar. 
Figure 5 
Monthly temperatures 
Apr. 
,.. 1967/68 
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o station mean 
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Fieaure 6 
Monthl;l hours of sunshine 
/:-------M IC 1967/68 0".., o station mean ~o~ )( 
",,0 K~O 
>C 
Deo. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 
Theae ob8e~vatioll. were made by the Lincoln College 
Me'.orolog10al Station. 
Pasture growth measuremente were not included a8 indication 
of pa.tureava1lab11ity •• ince partioular de •• rlpt1ons for eaoh farm 
are given in Seotion A ofth1. Chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
A) ONSET OF THE OVULATORY SEASON 
1) Onset experimentall: determined 
Percentages at reproductive tracts whose ovaries had corpora 
lutea less than one oyole old, over the total number of reproduotive 
traots oonsidered tor eaoh observation,are shown in Table 1 (p.45). 
These figures can be regarded as percentage of ewes ovulating over 
the total number of •• e8 oonaidered. Total number ot •• es slaughtered 
were not oonaidered,due to failure in oolleoting all genitalia and 
to rejection ot 80me reproductive organa aa described in Chapter III 
(p.40). These value8 were plotted against time in Figure 7 (p.46). 
Generally apeaking it oan b. seen that there is a trend, 
tollowing the expeotanoies at a sigmoid curve, normal tor the 
beginning of the breeding season of eheep. 
There were some abnormal faotors affecting these percentages, 
espeoially in the oase of Bowenvale where against expected values the 
second percentage ot ewes ovulating was lower than the first, despite 
Tabl. 1 
·' •• !O!!\&tiD8 'hraashout the .xR.r1m.~_ 
1 ..... 1" ... Dat. No. No., •• e. .% ..... ." .. oyulating ovulating 
Bo".nY&l. 19-12-67 ,1 0 0 
Wat.on 'and T'opp 22-12 ... 67 100 , ,,0 
Barh111 ' 22-12-67 100 :2 2.0 
Paparua Pr1.cm ,-1-68 100 0 0 
, ',\ " ' 
Paparua Pri!on 16- 1-68 48 1 2.1 
Ashl.y Dene 22':' 1-68 '9 2 ,,1 
0011eg8 Arable 22- 1-68 36 2 5.5 Farm 
HollYlIlount 22- 1-68 7; 19 25,7 
BowenYale .30- 1-68 30 0 0 
Paparua Prison .30- 1-68 50 .3 6,0 
Hollymount 6- .2 ... 68 212 102 48.1 
College Arable 7- 2-68 48 6 12.5 Farm ~ 
Bo.enyal. 1,. 2-68 '1 28 90., 
Paparua Priaon 1.3- 2-68 .34 4 11.8 
Ashley Dene 1.3- 2-68 32 29 90.6 
BowenYal. 27- 2-68 100 69 69.0 
Paparua Prison 25- 3-68 32 31 96.8 
" 
Paparua Prison 4- 4-68 51 51 100.0 
Tot a 1 1147 352 
of being later in the season. Reasons for this are disoussed in 
Chapter V (P'71). 
First ovulationa within the experiment were observed aa early 
aa the 22nd of December when peroentages of 3.0 and 2.0';':' were 
100 
g 
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recorded for Watson and Topp,and Barhill,respectively. No further 
ob.ervations were made on flock. belonging to the.e two farm •• 
Therefore it is not possible to decide whether to take the.e peroentage. 
as beginning of the breeding .eason or out of the season ovulation •• 
In the ca.e.of Ashley Oene, Oolle,e Arable Fara and Hollymount 
tirst obeervation. y1elded 5.1, ,., and 25.7 per cent of ewe. ovulating 
respectively. being theretore the ovulatory petiod already commenoed 
when the ob.ervation. started, on the other hand in the O'aseof 
Bowenvale and Paparua Prl.on,when the tirst observationa were made no 
ovulations were recorded. 
Two observations ot animals trom Ashley Dene, College Arable 
Farm and lloll;ymount were made only_ On the other hand animals from 
Bowenvale and Paparua Prison were toll owed quit. well throughout the 
experiment; however there are 80me undesirable gap. between 
observations. 
2) "Stre.s" and onset 
Corpora lutea olassifioation aocording to age gives further 
information on the distribution of OVUlations within the oe.trus 
cycle previous, to slaughter. In Table 2 (p.48) the incidenoe ot 
oorpora lutea aged less than 3 days at time ot slaughte~as a 
peroentage ot total ovulations,is given tor observations in which 
sutficient data were available to allow oomparisons to be made. Any 
"stress" factor due to truoking or ya:rding oould possibl;y operate 
within the 0-3 da;y period onl;y. Some percentages of 0·, da;y OVUlations 
'., 
over the total number ot OVUlations tor each observation showed 
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significant differences from the expeoted values. In the oa.e of 
Paparua Pri.on,however,percentage. lie within the expected value •• 
Although only in the case of Paparua Pri.on, percentage ot 
ovulations was tollowed until it reached 100 per cent value. it can 
be .een that this value would be reaohed earlier in the ca.e ot all 
other tar •• (Figure 7. p.46). The.e difterenoe. oan not be te.ted tor 
signifioanoe because ot laok of data but a between-flock variation 
oan be oonsidered to ooour. 
3) Caroass •• ishts 
Average carcass weights oompared with the percentage of 
ovulations did not show any between-flocks significance in favour of 
earlier onset of ovulation from heavier animals,ae it has been 
suggested,and in fact the heaviest average carcass belonged to Paparua 
Prison, the late8t to start the cyolic ovulatory period. 
Cor 
slau 
Farms Date 
Hollymount 22-1 ... 68 
Hollymount 6 ... 2-68 
Bowenvals 13-2-68 
Ashley Dene 13-2-68 
Bowenvale 27-2 ... 68 
Paparua Prison 25-3-68 
Paparua Prison 4-4-68 
Table 2 
No. No.ovu-
ewes lations 
74 19 
212 102 
31 28 
32 29 
100 69 
32 31 
51 51 
• (p<0.05) 
•• (p<0.01) 
0-3 day 
ovulations 
18 
64 
28 
19 
27 
4 
4 
0-3 day 
as a % 
ot total 
94.7--
62.7-
100.0" 
65.5-
39.1 
12.9 
7.8 
Oaroas. weight. reoorded are given in Table ,. 
Table ~ 
Carca.s weights average. 
No. M/erase Ranle Farms Date oaroa •• caroaase. weicht (lb) (lb) 
Bowenvale 19-12-67 31 43.19 -
Paparua Prison 5- 1 .. 68 100 60 
Paparua Prison 16- 1-68 50 62.9 44-84 
Ashley Dene 22- 1-68 40 46.9 ... 
Oollege Arable 22 ... 1 .. 68 36 53.8 -Farm 
Hollymount 22- 1 ... 68 74 51.7 -
Bowenvale 30'" 1 ... 68 30 42.39 -
Paparua Prison 30 ... 1-68 50 60.3 47 ... 69 
Hollymount 6- 2-68 230 49.1 28-53 
College Arable 
7- 2-68 50 49.4 25-72 Farm 
Bowenvale 13... 2-68 31 45.9 39 ... 64 
Paparua Prison 13- 2-68 52 66.5 52-90 
Ashley Dene 13- 2-68 32 45.1 34-55 
Bowenyale 27- 2-68 129 36.8 24-57 
Paparua Prison 25- 3-68 32 60 ... 
Paparue. Prison 4- 4 .. 68 55 60 -
A within-flock comparison was not possible, dUe to the fact 
that oarcas. weights could not be related to the oorresponding . 
reproduotive tracts as described in Chapter III (P.35). In the three 
observations where this record was obtained there were no significant 
differences between the flock average carcass weights and the 
ovulating animals carcass weights as shown in Table 4 (p.50). 
Table 4 
Average caroa.a .eights ot ovulating ewe. 
Flock Ovulating 
Farma Date average No. ewea % ewe. animals caroa •• ovulating ovulating a"erage 
weight. caroa •• 
" • eight. 
College Arable 7-2-68 49.4 6 12.5 48.8 Farm 
Bowenvale 13-2-68 45.9 28 90.3 44.4 
Ashley Dene 13-2-68 45.1 29 90.6 45.7 
B) REPRODUCTIV~ TRACTS CHANGES 
1) Weight of the uterus 
Average and range ot uterus weights r,ecorded are given in 
Table 5 (p.S2). No turther analysis were made, reason8 are given in 
Chapter V (p~8o)~ 
In one case, where only a tew ovulations were recorded and 
corresponding carcasa and uterus weights were obtained,a regression 
line was calcUlated of uteru8 weights on carcass weights, considering 
the ones that had not ovulated only. The regresaion line is sh'own in 
Figure 8. The value of the regression coefficient gives a signiticant 
positive correlation (p<O,.05) between these two variables for ,this 
particular observation. 
Analysis of variance of the regreSSion gave significanoe at 
5% level. 
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Table ;; 
ATeEale .eilh'. gt the uteru. 
No. Uteru. weilht (sm.) Farme Date reproduotive 
tracts averas_ railS_ 
HollYliount 6-2-68 212 53.' 32-102 
Colle,e Arable 7-2-68 48 35.7 25-80 Farm 
Ashley Dene 13-2-68 ,2 58.9 30-104 
Paparua Pri80n 13-2-68 34 44.5 30-75 
Bowenvale 13·2-68 31 47.8 '2-69 
Bowenvale 27-2-68 100 48.9 26-71 
Paparua Pri80n 25-3-68 32 62.7 40-97 
Paparua Prieon 4-4-68 51 64.6 32-93 
Tot a 1 540 52.1 25-104 
2) Ovary 
n) Ovary size 
Average and range tor each observation are given in Table 6 
(p.53). Theae valuee are ot measurements from pole to pole of each 
ovary and no allowances were made for large follicles or corpora 
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lutea, thUB the presence of any of these altered, to a major or minor 
extent, the true value of ovary size, dependin, upon on their 
situation in the body of the ovary. 
No measuremente were taken of ovaries of ewes from Bowenvale 
at the 19-12-67 and 30-1-68 observationa. 
No further analyses were followed on this partioular data. 
r 
Farma Dat. 
Table 6 
Ovary ai •• 
Notovarie. 
53 
Average ovary .1.e 
(pairs) lett ovary right ovar7 
Wataon and Topp 22-12-67 100 ave rase 1.,4 
Barhill 22 ... 12-67 100 average 1.54 
Papa rue. Prison' '" ... 1 ... 68 100 1.50 ' 1.51 
Pap~rl1a Priaon, 16- 1-68 48 1.53 1.'3 
Aahle7 Dene 22- 1-68 39 1.~6 1.47 
College Arable 22 ... 1-68 36 1.42 1.46 Farm 
Hollymount 22- 1-68 74 1.49 1.52 
Paparua Prison 30'" 1-68 50 1.58 1.57 
Hollymount 6- 2 ... 68 212 1.52 1.53 
College Arable 7- 2-68 48 1.41 1.39 Farm 
Bowenvale 13- 2-68 31 1.61 1.58 
Paparua Pl'ison 13- 2 ... 68 34 1.49 1.50 
Aahley Dene 13- 1-68 32 1.44 1.43 
Bowenvale 27- 2 ... 68 100 1.54 1.59 
Paparua Pl'ison 25- 3-68 32 1.61 1.58 
Paparua Prison 4- 4-68 51 1.61 1.62 
Tot a 1 1086 1.51 1.52 
b) Activity ot right and lett ovar1es 
Differences in activity between right and left ovaries are 
given in Table 7 (p.54), as measured by inoidence of OVUlations in 
each, and the incidenoe of twin ovulations in eaoh ovary is shown in 
Table 8 (p.54). None of these differenoes were sign1fioant at 5% 
level. 
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Far ... Dat. No,p.lra Ovulations at the with 0.1. .. right o.arrt 1.tt .••• !"J' 
Ashl.y Den. 13-2-68 29 .19 18 
Bowen.al. 1,.2-68 28 19 20 
Bow.nv.l. 27-2-68 .69 ,.5 46 
Hol1111ount 6.-2-68 102 74 45 
Papilrua Pri.on 1,-2-68 ... 3 , 
Paparua Prison 4 .... 4.-68 .51 ,.5 48 
College Arable 7-2-68 6 2 ... i'arm 
Paparua Pri.on 25-3-68 ,2 27 28 
Tot a 1 321 215 206 
Table 8 
Twin ovulation. in .aoh Or both oY.r~ •• 
Farms Oat. Lett Right Both Total oVar1 o.ary ovaries 
Hol11mount 6-2-68 4 3 10 17 
Ashl., Dene 13-2-68 , 2 3 8 
BowenYale 13-2-68 4 2 5'" 10 
Paparua Prison 1,-2-68 2 0 0 2 
Bowenvale 27-2-68 6 2 ... 12 
Paparua Prison 25-3-68 5 4 10 19 
Paparua Prison 4-4-68 8 10 14 ,2 
T () tal 32 2, 46 100 
... One triplet 
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C) Graafian tollioles 
'~ooording to corpora lutea age the data wa. divided into three 
group. representing the length ot one oestruB cycle, namely 0 to 5 
days, 6 to 10 day. and 12 to 17 days. For eaoh group the number ot 
tollicle. bet.een 4mm. and 8mm. and more than 8mm. in .i.e .ere 
recorded. 
Number ot pairsot ovaries (pre.enting oorpora lutea) .ith at 
least one tolliole in any ot the two group., and there tore bigger 
than 4mm. and the total number ot pairs of ovaries con.idered, are 
shown in Table 9. 
Period ot the 
oestrus cyole 
0-5 days 
6-10 days 
11 ... 17 days 
Table 9 
Number of tollicles bisger than 
4.m. within an oestru8 cyole 
Pair ot ovaries 
with tollioles with tollicles 
between 4 and 8mm. more than 8mm. 
No. % No. % 
51 25.6 3 1.4 
93 60.3 76 49.4 
56 90., 56 90.3 
Total 
examined 
203 
154 
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There are significant ditterenoes (p <0.05) between all 
figures demonstrating a trend of higher density of large follioles 
towards the end of the oyole. 
The percentage of relatively qUiesoent ovaries, namely 
ovaries that did not have apparent follicles at their surfaoe, 
decreased as the experiment progressed,as it can be seen in 
Table 10 wb.r. the p.ro.~tag. ot aotiv. ovari.s is shown. ov.r the 
totalnu~ber ot ovar1e.~Th. first two ob •• rvations tor Bo •• nYal. 
are not iDolud •. d. 
Te~l. 10 
Peroent of .otiY. ovaries 
No. of ~( aoti v. ovari ••. 
'arms Date ovari •• 
ovary I both (pair.) on. ovari •• 
: 
Watson and Topp 22-12-67 100 51.6 
Bal'hill 22-12-67 100 30.2 
Paparua Prison ;- 1-68 100 55.8 
Paparua Prison 16 .. 1-68 48 61.6 
Ashley Dene 22- 1-68 39 72.1 
Colloge Arable 22.- 1 ... 68 36 87.3 Farm 
Holly.ount 22- 1-68 74 92.6 
Paparua Prison 30 ... 1-68· 50 79.4 
Hollymount 6- 2-68 212 100 93.7 
Collego Arable 7.. 2-68 29 100 97.2 Farm 
Bowenvale 13- 2-68 31 100 94.3 
Paparua Prison 13- 2-68 34 100 100 
Ashley Dene 13.. 2-68 32 100 97.1 
Bowenvale 27... 2-68 100 98.2 92.4 
Paparua Prison 25- 3-68 32 100 100 
Paparua Prison 4- 4-68 ;1 100 100 
These determinations were made subjectively and therefore 
errors are likely to be present. 
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The inoidenoe ot cystio tollicles waa not constant and did 
not tollow &n7 pattern throughout the .xperim.nt~ 0.8 per oent ot 
oy_tio tolliclea were observed tor Hollymount on the 6-2-1968, 0.9 
per cent at 27-2-1968 in Bowenvale, and 1.9 per oent on the 4-4-1968 . 
tor Paparua Prison, 
d) Corpus luteum 
i) Growth and 4eoline 
Meane ot the two main diametera ot oorpora lute. and ot 
oorpora alblcantia on a dai17 basis and to~ each tarm, are given in 
Table 11 (p.58). Between brackets are the number ot corpora lutea 
considered~ 
IndiVidual sizea ot all oorpora lute. and albioantia examined 
were plotted against time and two curvilinear regreasions were 
calculatec1, one considering ai.e., trom day 1 to day 15 and the other 
conSidering .,i.ea trom day 18 to day 32~ 
The reason tor using these two equations was given by aeveral 
attempts ot fitting statistical regression curves, most of which 
gave erroneous results. due, probably, to the variability in sizes -
espeoially during the first 15 days - and the existenoe ot a gap 
between day 15 and day 18. 
The two oalculated equations. 
y = 3~32 + 1.52 x - 0.097 x2 : 1~47 (1) 
y = 13~5 - 0~714 x + 0.012 x2 : 0.71 (2) 
gave significanoe at 5% level with an F teet. However it can be 
seen that the S.D. of equation (1) is quite large, reflection of the 
variability in size of corpora lutea of the same given age. 
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D.,.a .ft ... Farm. 
oWlation Aahl., D.n. Bo ••• val. Hollymouat Papal'ua p~ Coll.ge A.F. 
1 4.6(19) 3.9 (64) 5.1 <:,,) 4.1 (6) 4.0 (1) 
2 5.0 (4) 5.8 (6) 6.4 (10) 5.8 (2) -, 6.2 (4) 7.0 (2) 6.;,(1) .. -
4 9.8 (2) 8.6 (6) 8.0 "(4) 6.2 (6) -
; 8.7 (5) 9.4 (11) 8.0 (4) 9.2 (11) -
6 8.1 (4) 9.' (8) 7.; (8) 8,,8 (13) 8.0 (1) 
7 - 9.6 (10) 10.0 (12) 10.0 (18) 10.5 (1) 
8 .. 7.6 (3) '.1.9 (8) 9.7 (18) ... 
9 ... 81!; (2) 7.2 (,) 9.6 (11) -
10 6.0 (1) 5.5 (1) 6.9 (10) 8.6 (20) 7.0 (1) 
11 - - 6.7 (5) 8.2 (10) 8.0 (1) 
12 - 7.5 (1) 7.9 (6) 7.3 (14) -
13 - 5.2 (2) 6,,1 (7) 7.2 (5) -
14 - - 6.2 (6) 6.5 (3) 6.2 (1) 
1; - - - 6~., (3) -
16 - - - .. -
17 - - - - ... 
18 4.7 (3) 4.9 (6) ;.; (14) ;.0 (4) 4.5 (1) 
19 4.0 (1) 4.2 (3) ;.1 (2) 4.; (4) -
20 3.2 (1) - 3.7 (1) - -
21 3.4 (2) 3.7 (2) 3.4 (1) 3.7 (4) '-
22 - 3.8 (2) - 3.5 (10) -
23 - 3.5 (3) ... 3.6 (14) -
24 ... 3.4 (5) - 3.2 (6) 3.2 (1) 
25 - 3.2 (1) - 3.0 (;) -
26 - 3.; (1) - 3.4 (4) -
27 - - - 3.1 (7) -
28 ... - - 3.2 (2) 3.0 (1) 
29 - - - 3.0 (2) ... 
30 - - - 2.7 (2) -
31 - - - - - , 
32 - - - 2.7 (1) -
-• 
E 
u ....., 
12 
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Figure 9 
Corpus ~uteum growth and dec~ine 
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In Figure 9 (p.59) the two regression curv.s calculated and 
the m •• n siz. v.lue for eaoh d.l are shown. It c.n b. s •• n th.t 
corpus lut.um grows rapidll trom 4.5cms. at the tirst dal att.r 
ovulation to 9.20ms. at 7 dals after ovulation wh.n maximum siz. is 
r.aohed. Aft.r the 9th dal corpus lut.um sl •• st.rts to d.or •••• 
quit. markedll being at the .nd of the o •• trual 01cl. of 6.5cm. 
Wh.n next ovulation occur. fUrth.r decr.as. in siz. is ob •• rv.d 
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until the .nd of the s.cond Clcl. when it is 3.2cms. in size. After 
. 
next ovulation the old corpus lut.um is known as corpus albican •• 
Variations in size of corpora lutea of the Bame given age are 
quite large~due in some caeee,to the presence of a cavitl in the 
bodl of corpus luteum (hollow corpus luteum) and in others,to the 
situation of twin adjacent corpora lutea in the sa~e ovarl. 
Averag. size of twin corpora lutea, in the same or in the two 
ovari.s, and of single oorpora lutea,are given in Table 12 (pi~1). 
It can be s •• n that although there are not significant 
differences betwe.n groups, the bigger corpora lutea are the single 
ones, followed bl s.parate twine; hollow corpora lutea did not 
differ significantll in size from solid corpora lutea (see Table 13, 
p. 6w and therefor. were not likell to influence these results. 
i~ Ohanges in colour 
Variations in colour between oorpora lute a of the eame size 
and same ovulation were large and in some oases two corpora lutea in 
the same ovarl showed marked differences in colour as it one of them 
was older than the other although within the same oestrus 0lcle. 
D..., 
1 
2 
3 
4 
:5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
Table 12 81.e of aingle and twin corpora lute. 
SiD,l. 'rogether tw1na Separate tw1na 
4.8 4.4 ' .. 9 
6.0. ' 5.4 5.' 
6.6 - 6.0 
9.1 8., 8., 
9.' 8.7 8.5 
8.9 8.9 8.4 
10.1 9.8 9.7 
8.9 8.1 ... 
9.7 9.5 9.4 
7.9 7.4 7.0 
8.0 .. 7.4 
7.5, 7.6 7.3 
6.0 6.5 -
6.4 6.3 5.9 
6., - 6.3 - - -- - -
5.2 4.8 5.0 
4.7 4.4 4.7 
3.5 - -
3.8 3.2 3.3 
}416 ... 3.4 
3.7 3.' ,.4 
3.5 3.1 -
3.1 3.0 3.0 
3·5 3.2 -
3.1 - -
3.0 3.2 -
... ... }.o 
2.7 - -- - -
2.7 - -
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iii) Hollow and 80lid corpora lutea 
The incidence of hollow oorpora lut.a tor .aoh observation 
of the ,xperiment is shown in Table 13 as a p.roent"of the total, 
oorpora lutea considered. Observations with a large p.ro.ntag. ot 
ov~latioD. w.r. oon~id.r.d onl,. 
': 
Tabl •. 1~ 
Incid.noe ot Hollow oorpora lutea 
Farms Date . No. corpora No. % lutea Hollow 
Hol11mount 22-1-68 20 4 20.0 
Hollymount 6-2-68 119 41 34.4 
Ashl.y Dene 13-2-68 37 5 13.5 
Bowenvale 13-2-68 81 43 53.1 
Paparua Prison 25-3 ... 68 50 16 32.0 
Paparua Prison 4 ... 4 ... 68 83 12 1{+.4 
Tot a 1 390 121 31.0 
Highly signifioant ditferenoes were obtained in the oase of 
Bow.nval, only. when compared with the other farms. The other 
observations do not differ signifioantly. 
JJollow oorpora lutea are more numerous within twin OVUlations. 
One hollow and one solid is the oommonest situation, as it oan be 
seen in Table 14, (p.63). 
Table 14 
Di.trl~t10aot hellow o2£Pora lutea 
No.' 
Twins 
Both One 801id Farms· Dat_ hollow Sinsle hollow, one hollow 
Ashl_:r Dene 1,-2-68 ' 5 1 - 1 
Bowenvale 13-2 .. 68 27 8 6 13 , 
Holl;rmount ' 6-2-68 14 4 2 8 
Paparua Prison 4 .... 4 .. 68 10 4 1 5 
Paparua Prison 25-,·68 15 ,7 .3 5 
, 
Hollow corpora lutea do not differ significantly (p«O.05) 
in size trom 801id oorpora lutea, as it was seen when the average 
eize of both types were tested by means ofaX2 teat. 
,. 
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other characteristics, suoh as colour and aonsistency, do not, 
usually, differ between sclid and bollow corpora lute •• 
3) Recoverz of ova 
Although it was not done as a normal practise a number of ova 
were recovered in both the Fallopian tubes and uterine horna. 86 
recoveries were attempted, 51 in the tubes and 35 in the uterine 
horns. Success was obtained in 48 and 22 cases respeotively. Only 2 
apparently abnormal ova were recorded, although the type ot 
mioroscope used did not allow an accurate judgement,and therefore 
some others could be classified as abnormal in more refined analyses. 
c) OVULATION RATE 
Ovulation rate as indicated by the number ot ovulations 
(measured by the number of oorpora lutea) expressed as a percentage 
ot the number ot ewe. considered. is shown - tor each ob.ervation -
in Table 15 (p.65). and aleo is plotted against time in Figure 10 
(p.66). 
Ovulation rate increased trom 10~ at the be sinning of the 
experiment to 162.7% at the last observation. There are wide 
variations between farms in the same date, although factors such 
as too few OVUlations and the "stress" problem could be responsible 
for moat of these variations. Figure 10 must be also taken with 
oare. It must be remembered that the experiment e~ded before many 
flocks reached the "peak" of OVUlation and only the Paparua Prison 
data oan be oonsidered suffioiently complete to draw a curve ot 
ovulation rate. 
The effect of oarcass weight on ovulation rate oan be drawn 
from Table 16 (p.67), where the corresponding oaroass weights and 
OVUlation rates are given for each flook slaughtered. 
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'table 15 
i 
Ovulation rate 
Farms Date No. ot ewes No. Ovulation oyulat:1ng ovulAtion. rate" 
Bow.aville 19-12.67 0 0 -
Watson and Topp 22-12-67 , , 100 
Barhill 22-12-67 2 2 100 
Paparua Prison 5- 1-68 0 0 .. 
Paparua Prison 16- 1-68 1 1 100 
Ashley Dene 22- 1-68 4 6 150 
College Arable 22- 1-68 2 2 100 Farm 
Holly mount 22- 1-68 19 20 105.3 
Bowenvale 30- 1-68 0 0 .. 
Paparua Prison 30- 1-68 3 3 100 
Hollymount 6- 2-68 102 119 116.7 
Oollege Arable 7- 2-68 6 6 100.0 Farm 
Paparua Prison 13.. 2-68 4 6 150.0 
Bowenvale 13... 2-68 28 39 129.3 
Ashley Dene 13- 2-68 29 37 127.6 
Bowenvale 27- 2-68 69 81 117.4 
Paparua Prison 25- 3-68 31 50 .161.3 
Paparua Prison 4- 4 .. 68 51 83 162.7 
Tot a 1 351 455 -
170 
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1.50 
120 
110 
100 
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ovulating 
Figure 10 
Ovulat~on rate throughout the e!peri8ent 
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Tabl. 16 
Ayer_l. caroa.. .ellh'. as4 o!!4a'ion ret •• 
No. .ean No. reprod. Owlation 
Farm. Date earoa •••• weiSht. traot. Gon.id. rate 
Paparua Pri.on 5-1-68 100 100 ... 
Pap.rua Prison 16';'1-68 SO 62.9 48 100.0 
A.hley Dene 22-1 ... 68 40 46.9 '9 150.0 
College Arable 22-1-68 ,6 " .. 8 ,6 100.0 Farm 
Koll,..ount 22-1-68 74 74 105.' 
Paparua Prison 30-1-68 50 60.3 50 100.0 
Hollymount 6-2-68 230 49.1 212 116.6 
College Arable 7-2-68 50 49.4 48 100.0 Farm 
BowenYal. 13-2-68 31 45.9 31 139.2 
Paparua Prison 13 ... 2-68 52 66.5 34 150.0 
Ashley Dene 13-2-68 32 45.1 32 127.6 
Bowenvale 27 ... 2.68 113 36.8 100 117.4 
Paparua Prison 25-3-68 37 32 161., 
Pap_rue. Prison 4 ... 4 ... 68 54 51 162.7 
Tot a 1 949 887 
Not enough data i. available to draw any oonclu8ive result. 
The only case where comparisons may be made is on the 13-2.68 where 
the heavier flock had 150% OVUlation rate, while the other two flooks 
101b lighter had 139% and 121% respeotively. but they belong to 
different properties and therefore other factors can be operating. 
CHAPTER V 
DISOUSSION 
The term "breeding .ea80n" was detined by Heape (1899) .a 
being the period ot time when the temale accept. the male and 
fertile mating i9 rendered possible. 
It has been postulated by most workers that the first 
ovulation oan ocour unaooompanied by oestrus (see Ohapter II. p.11) 
this ovulation being oalled. ~'silent heat". However, there is some 
disagreement as to the percentage of ewe. that undergo silent heata. 
In this trial the incidence of silent heats could not be 
determined as no rams were run with the eW8S slaughtered prior to 
the oomme~oement of the trial, thus whilat evidence of oorpora 
albioantia appeared in 80me case. (see p.76). that mayor may not 
have been trom silent heats. 
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Determination of OVUlation was made in the present experiment 
by means of presenoe of oorpora luteal therefore, oonsidering what 
was said about silent heats, the onset of the breeding season. as 
defined by Heape (above). was not determined. What has been 
determined is the onset of the OVUlatory period, which, tor want of a 
better term is referred to as "ovulatory season, whioh,in most oases, 
will be 17 daye earlier than the breeding eeason defined by Beape. 
Sinoe the time of ovulation was determined and not the 
mo.ent when the animal was showing heat, there ie likely to be a 
further dieorepanoy with Hea~et. definition. 
A) ONSET OF THE OVULATORY SEASON 
The onset of the oVUlatory aeaeon has been determined for 
80.e flocks of Canterbury Corriedales. 
Alterations of the date at onset determined were likely to be 
brought about by !tstress" faotors. incidence of silent heats. 
management differences, presenoe of the ram and olimatio oonditions. 
1) Onset experimentally determined 
At the beginning of the experiment ,.0 per cent of Watson and 
Topp,and 2.0 per oent of Barhill, ewe. were observed to be ovulating. 
No further observations were made on animals tram these farma. there-
fore it oannot be determined whether they represent OVUlations within 
the breeding season of this partioular group,or were dut of season 
ovulations. The last possibility is known to ooour (Warwiok. 1946, 
Watson. 1952) and due to the small percentages this interpretation 
is favoured. 
'ro obtain aoourate information about any oharacteristic of 
the breeding season of sheep, observations have to be made on les8 
than 17 day intervals for the required period of time. This 
r.quir.m.nt could not b. tullfilled in the pr.sent exp.rim.nt for 
·r ••• on. giv.n in Ch.pt.r I, how.v.r,b •• ring in mind within-br •• d 
variations (Hat.z, 1952) the combined data of all obs.rvations can 
give • fairly accur.te overall information. 
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D.termination of the on •• t of the ovul.to17 •••• qn fol' •• oh 
farm in p.rtioular can be mad. for Bow.nv.le and Paparua Prison only, 
.inc. in .11 the oth.r c •••• ovulatory activity h.d .lr.ady st.rt.d 
when first observations ".1'. m.d.. In the cas. of Bow.nv.l., how.v.r, 
"str.ss" se.m.d likely to ope rat. by modifying the pero.ntag.s of 
ewes ovulating, 
Present results indioating the seoond halt of January as the 
date of onsttt of the ovulatory season, are in·agr •• ment with 
. previous data on the onset of the breeding seasoni.n Oorriedal. breed, 
if it i. tak.n into consid.ration that sil.nt heats were not 
d.termin.d and the ram .ff.ct did not op.rate. 
For the same region and latitude, Hart (1961) with the recovery 
of ova techniqu., reported that ovulatory period started at the end 
ot January. Coop (pers. oommunioation) reported some ewes a8 b.ing 
in heat at the endot January in synchronisation trials, meaning an 
earlier onset of ovulatory act:1,vity, at least in one farm, beoauae in 
one trial done at Ashley Dene (in 1965) first OVUlations were reoorded 
at the end of January and beginning of February. This is in 
agreement with the present data. Reportatrom other parts ot the 
world are also in agreement if corrections for latitude are made 
(Yeates, 1949; Hafez, 1952). Schott et ale (1939) reported a date 
whioh oonverted to the Southern hemisphere give. the end of January 
aa the date tor the on.et in the United State.·ot Ameriaa at 44~ 
latitude North. In Brazil. Velloso (oited by Spedding, .1965, p.?O) 
reported a later date for ,o~ latitude South,althoush no altitude 
was atated. Thia date .eeme to be too late .hen compared with data 
trom Uruguay at about the .ame latitude, Duran del Campo A. (per •• 
cOIDm.). 
2) Stre •• and the onset d.termined 
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Percentages shown in Table 1 (p.45) were Bome.hat biased by 
unexpected synohronisation of OVUlations within the last 3 days 
previous to slaughter as shown in Table 2 (p.~8), where, in some 
observations. signifioantly different peroentages from expeoted were 
reoorded. ~ This is in agreement with observed synchronised ovulations 
ot animals subjected to the ".tress" of transport for long distances 
(Branden and Maule, 1964; Lang, 1964) in Merino ewes and yarding for 
short periods (Coop, pers. comm.) in Corrie dale ewes. 
No special provision was made to study the "stress" problem 
since it aroee at about the middle ot the experiment and became 
inCidental to the trial. 
Handling of animals did not differ from usual management in 
each farm. No differences in management which could in turn cause 
"stress" to operate to a greater extent in some cases than in others 
were inVestigated. 
The length of the transported journey reported by Lang (1964) 
as being of importance in determining the intensity of response to 
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"stress", wae not observed aa being likely to have any partioipation, 
aince ditterences in journeys duration, though small, were not 
related to the intensity ot the response to "stress"; tor instanoe, 
the longest journey .as that ot Paparua Prison groups, where no 
oyulations silnitio,antly 41tterent trom expecte4 yaluea .ere observed 
(aee Chapter IV, p.48). 
Bearing in mind all these previous considerations it oan be 
seen that results tollow Lang's (1964) oonolusions of • higher 
inoidence ot "stress" - induced OVUlations at the beginning at the 
sea80n, although oomparisona within tarms were not possible in many 
oases and therefore it seems to be unwise to draw detinitive 
oonclusions. Between farm oomparisons on the incidenoe of "stress" -
induced ovulations oan be made and it oan be seen that there are 
marked ditterenoes, Bowenvale and Paparua Prison being the extremes. 
These ditterenoes oould be explained by management ditferencea but 
they seem to be too wide to be accounted tor only by this reason. 
Since within-breed differenoes in intensity of oestrus have been 
reported (Hafez, 1952) the.e seem to indicate a higher or lower degree 
of hormonal activity,whioh may aocount tor some ot the variations in 
response to "stress"tleading then to the conclusion that strain 
differences should be inoluded when explaining the behaviour of ewes 
betore "stress" situation. 
Sensitivity to stress seems to be a breed oharaoteristic, 
Averill (1964) did not observe any situation likely to be explained 
by "stress" in New Zealand Romneys. Braden and Moule (1964) and 
Lang (1964) observed a high inoidenoe of "stre.stl-induoed ovulations 
in Merinos, and Coop (para.oomm.) and the pre.ent re.ult. favour a 
variable'incidenoe ot "s'tre •• "-induced' ovulation. 1n Corriedalea. 
Although synohronisation by meana ot ram. lie. out of the 
.cope of this experiment, it i. tempting to a •• ociate this to the 
present results in referenoe to ".tre •• ". Some reports about 
.ynohronisation with the pre.ence of ram. attempted an explanation 
of the meohanism that would'operate. For in.tanoe, Lamond, Well. and 
Miller (1963) suggested that the ram effeot would operate. affeoting 
the neurohumoral meohanisms oontrolling oestrus and ovulation. It 
seems interesting to note that the mechanism might be similar to 
that reported for "stress" (Arvay and Nagy. 1958). namely the 
nervous stimulations of the hypothalamus and thenoe by the neuro-
secretory system to the hypophysis, re.ulting in an increased 
hormonal secretion from this gland, determining a higher ovarian 
aotiv:l.tYIl 
The 6 days given aa the per:l.od of time between the introduction 
of rams and the firstinduoed OVUlation (UBually without heat), as 
reported by Sohinkel (1954), and the nearly immediate OVUlation after 
a severe "yarding-trucking" stress can be explained if difterent 
levels of gonadotrophins produoed are assumed to be related to the 
intensity of "stress". The ram effect is thought to be less intense. 
Variable response to synchronisation obtained by Coop (pars. 
oomm.) could then be explained by strain differences within 
Corriedales, in re pons to the presence of the ra. Another 
explanation could e that the on t of the breeding ae son is mor 
apre d ov r ti than for Ro y (A arill , 1959) wh re bett r 
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r u1te w r obt in d , but this do 8 not xplain fairly good results 
obt in d with M-rin08 ( ill r , cit d by La ond, 1964) . Th r i no 
doubt th t or vidence i needed to f your one argu ent or another . 
In order to obt in a or r liable information about the 
ons t , b c use of the possible error involv d within the 0-3 d 7a 
period (onlY' p riod in which "st ress ll factor ooud op r ). it .. B 
thought to b b tt r to su that the obaerv tions were de 3 
days b for th ctual dat of 1 ught rand th n eli in te thia 
bi sed p riod . Ovulations fro 4 d y8 old onw rds w re cona1d r d. 
only. Furth r ore , by aan of corpor albicanti r cord ,it was 
pos ibl e to deter ine the p rcent of of th group ovulating 
17 days b for . " t error 1nvolv d in 
ith th e two proc dur s it w 
au.in this ti ure are allow d. 
po ible to draw Figur 11. 
It can be 8 n that errors r 
percent ges for th sa far 
present,8uch 
nd tho 
e h ving two diff r nt 
d te , though two different 
groupe w r involv d . Differ ncea betw n farms, though 1 a m rked, 
do exist and it c n be predicted that eo e f10cks would reach t h 
100 P r cent of ovulati ng 80 e 40 y8 betor the others . All 
far consider d seem to h va the at rt of the OVUlatory p riod in 
th 1 t r part of January , date th t agr e with previoue reports if 
11e t h and the abaene of r effect r con idered . 
110 !)sure 11 
~ •••• oYUlat1el &88.8i -, that obeer.atloaa 
•• re 118.4. 3 4y. before actaal ala"shter 
:rara. 
Ashl.,. Dene -----0------
Barh11l 0 
Bo .. nyale - -b.--
CoUege Arable _ .. _ .. -e.--.. _ .. 
Vara 
Holl,.aount ----- 0- -----" 
Paparua Prison -A--
Watson & 'l'opp 
Detell1.ned b,.: 
Corpora lutea • 
Corpora alb1cantia • 
Dec. Jan. .reb. Mar. Apr • 
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3) Inoidence of e11ent. heats 
For a preoise determination of silent heat. the e.e. 
slaughtered .hould have been run with ram. tor at least one oe.trous 
01cle. p:d.or to slaughter. This was not; done since. a. stated in 
Ohapter I, it ft. planned to keep all e.e. to b,.laughtel'ed &.&1 
trom ralls. 
How .... er. tol~o.iJl8 SOh1~kel (1954) it can be a •• ume4 that all 
ewe. whoae' ·ovarie. luad corpora ,lute .. but not oorpora albioant1a, had 
ovulations unaccompanied by oe.trus. Under this as.umption the 
incidence ot silent h •• tsthroughout the experiment oan be caloulated. 
The probable incidenoe of silent heats expressed as a 
peroentage of the number of ewes ovulating 18 shown in Table 17. 
i.ble 17 
Probable ~noid!no. of silent heats 
No. e.e. Probable % 
Farms Date No. ewee ovulating of silent ovulating without heats previous C.L. 
HollY-mount 6-2-68 102 84 82.3 
College Arable 7 .. 2-68 6 3 50.0 Farm 
Ashley Dene 13-2-68 29 23 79.3 
Paparua Prison 13-2 ... 68 4 3 75.0 
Bowenvale 13-2-68 28 26 92 .. 8 
Bowenvale 27-2-68 69 50 72.4 
Paparua Prison 25-3 ... 68 31 18 58.1 
Paparua Prison 4-4-68 51 22 43.1 
Tot a 1 320 229 71.5 
Full recorda were available tor the last eight observationa, 
only (~eeChapter III, p.33). 
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All these observations were done atter the onset ot the 
ovulatory period and not many conclu8ions can be drawn, except a. 
expected, a within farm decrease in the peroentase of probable .ilent 
heats as the 8eason advance •• 
Number ot animals i8 too small to· .. llow any further comment, 
4) Management 
Within management tactors, nutrition and selection are relevant 
to this discussion. 
a) Nutrition 
From the intormation given in Chapter II, Section A it 
can be aeen that all groups slaughtered were not likely to be either 
tlushed or underted. Except ewea trom Paparua Prison which were 
reported to be slightly overtat, but no "flushing" was likely to be 
present. Theretore, tor the present experiment, nutrition was not 
likely to aftect to a great extent the onset of the OVUlatory 
Beason, although the extent to which undernutrition may alter the 
onset of the ovulatory season could be difterent trom the effect on 
presentation of oestrus. 
Carcass weights recorded are to Bome extent an expression ot 
the nutritional status prior to slaughter. No relationship was tound 
between average carcass weights and onset ot the ovulatory period, 
although as said betore (Chapter IV, p.49) the present results and the 
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tact that onlY' average carcaas weight8 were recorded do not allow to 
draw anY' oonclusion8. However. no relation.hip was to be expected 
(Kelley. '19'7 and.Underwood and Shier. 1944). 
b) Selection 
Strain ditterenoe. in the Oorriedale breed have been 
suggested to oocur, therefore any •• lection polioy tor early or late 
breeders 1. likely to bring about ditterence. in the time·ot ona.t,of 
the OVUlatory .ea.on. UntortunatelY' only two tarm. oan be compared, 
Ashley Dene and Paparua Prison, since the animals from Hollymount. 
Bowenvale and Oollege Arable Farm were bought in from North Canterbury 
and no reoords of theee animals are available. 
In Figure 11 (p.75) it seems to be clear that all ewes from 
Ashley Dene would enter ovulatory season earlier than those from 
Paparua Prison, which would indioate a strain differenoe between the 
two flocks. 
Looking at the uaual dates of mating for eaoh farm (Ohapter III, 
p.27) it oan be seen that there are no real differenoes in the datea 
of introduotion of rams. However, although it waa not mentioned in 
Ohapter XII, it is known that the tupping period is longer in Paparua 
Prison than in Ashley Dene. 
The difterenoe in the period of tupping between the two farms 
oan probably acoount for a fraotion of the proposed strain differenoes, 
but, although data from Ashley Dene is incomplete this management 
differenoe is not believed to be responsible for the whole difference 
in onset of the OVUlatory season between the two farms. 
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5) Pre.enoe ot the r.m 
All ewe. to be .l.usbtered were kept .wAJ trom ram., therefore 
tbe date ot on.et.of the ovulatory aeaeon. determined in the present 
experiment, 1. likely to diller from that under norm.l farm oondition •• 
A •• umiDe that the majority ot Oorried.le e.e. r •• pen. to tbe 
atimulua'of the pre.enoe of the ram, tbe .on .. ' of the ovulator,r •••• on 
.hould _e •• rlier than the pre •• nt 4.te~iDation. Howey.r,it i. 
queetioned the o •• urran •• ot ..... 1 •• re.pon .. in Oorrie4al ••••• 
( ... p.(3). 
6) Climatic oonditions 
The eftects of olimatic conditions on the oneet of the 
ovulatory season can be direot or indirect. 
Ot the three variables recorded t temperature is the only on. 
likely to have a direct etfect as reviewed in Chapter II (p.5 ). 
However, the temperatures for this •• aeon did not differ markedly 
from the Station mean, esp.cially during the early parts of the 
experiment. 
Indireot ettects'can be exerted through pasture growth. But, 
it is believed that tor the animals slaughtered, kept in store 
condition. characteristios of pasture growth are of little importance. 
B) REPRODUCTIVE TRACT CHANGES 
1) uterus .eisht 
Sinoe uterus weight was demonstrated to vary throughout the 
oe.tru. cyele by histolo,loal chanae. (Eokstein and Zuakermann, 
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19,6) any oompari.on ot uterus .eights of OVUlating animals i. not 
po.sible. AnJ oompari.on, then. mu.t be made before ovulator1 period. 
This was done in one oaa8 only, ainoe when uterus weights recording 
was started (6th of February) the peroentage of ewe. ovulating .as 
already relatively high in all but one observation (Oollege Arable 
Farm, 7-2-68). The re~ression equation oalculated and the 
regression line gave a signifioant relationship between oaroass and 
uterus .eights. This is in disagr.ement with the oonclusions 
reported by Hammond, Hammond and Parkes (1944). 
2) Ovary 
a) Ovary size 
As it was stated b.fore (s •• Chapter II, p.17) ovary 
size remains fairly constant throughout the season and changes are 
brought about mainly by large follioles and oorpora lutea, therefore 
it is not possible to discuss any further the present results. 
Furthermore,only length from pole to pole was taken and this measure 
is not an aocurate expression of ovary size. 
b) Right and left ovaries aotivity 
Although not signifioant, present data shows greater 
activity of left ovaries as oompared with right ovaries. This is in 
opposition to previous findings (Olark. 1934, McKenzi. and Terrill, 
19'71 HenDings, 19391 Casida et &1., 1966). 
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It is believed that ovulations taking place in either of the 
two ovaries is a matter of ohance. Therefore, when enough data are 
obtained, the number of ovulations ift the left ovary ahould equal the 
number of OVUlations in the right ovary. 
c) Graafian follioles 
Results reported in this experiment of ovarian activity 
as measured by the presenoe or absence of visible (on the surtace), 
Graafian follicles are likely to be biased, since not all ovaries 
were sectioned, but this bias would be simply an underestimation of 
the number of tollicles present and probably not influence the 
relative peroentages. As expected, the number increased after the 
onset ot the OVUlatory Beason, although fairly high percentages of 
active ovarieB were reoorded before the ovulatory season started, 
favouring the theory of 'a steady build up of activity before the 
breeding season starts. 
Data shown in Table 9 (p.55) favour a steady growth of 
Graafian follicles throughout the oestrus cycle as reported by Grant 
(1934) and therefore disagree with Hutchinson and Robertson (1966) 
who claimed a rapid folliCUlar growth at the beginning of the season. 
As the present data was subjectively determined no further 
interpretations of data obtained were attempted. 
d) CorpuB luteum 
As the two· curvilinear regressionB do not g1ve a tull), 
satisfaotory picture of corpuB luteum growth and deoline, another 
curve was drawJ1 was thought to b, the CUrve 9f be.t t.it for the 
pre.ent data. It. 1 •• hown in tilur. 12. (p. ,83>-
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A. a means' of oompar1eon the ourv •• reported by ReBtall (1964) 
and Dun, Ahmed and Morrant (1960) were drawn in the same Figure. 
Corpus luteum growth aa shown 1n Figure 12 followed the same 
pattern a8 reported'betore (Quinlan and Mare, 1931; Grant, 1934; 
Warbritton, 1934; Restall, 1964, and others). Decline,on the other 
hand,seema to have occurred earlier than as previousl)' reported, 
since, by 14th day a Bize of 6.2cm. is given against much higher 
values reported by other workeree aonsidering that the method of 
ageing corpora luteawas SUbjective this could explain the 
difterence if earlier-than-time given dates are assumed to be 
reoorded. This indicat~s that the actual Figure is not realiable 
guide tor other workers intending to work on the basis of ageing 
corpora lutea. In tacttit is believed that the method used in this 
experience is not reliable when aocuracy ia needed, since wide 
variations in size between corpora lutea of similar given age were 
observed. For instance, oorpora lutea of the same size showed in 
many cases different colourStwhich might mislead the olassification 
in a few days. Furthermore, in the aide trial carried out (aee 
Appendix) it was observed that corpora lutea of aimilar known age 
varied markedly in size, shape and colour. 
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The existenoe. in the data, of • sap between the 15th and the 
18th day, further 8upports the vie. of .. bia.ed teahnique, 
None of the previous reports was oonsidered to give an 
aocurate lIethod for 'day bY'day oorpora lutea classifiaation, 
Allowanoes for aincle and twin corpora lutea have to be made sinoe 
it.as observed that thia factor can influenoe both a1ze and oolour 
ot corp~ra l~tea. 
Exam1~ation of oorpora lute. should be m,de soon atter 
alaughter,sinoe decoloration advanoed with a9.vanQing age ,or time 
after collection, in the present experiment when immediate 
examina~ion was not made. 
Corpora lutea probably belonging to the same oestrus cycle 
having d1rferent characteristics as it consecutive ovulations happened 
within a few days, were observed in a few caS8S, The same was 
reported by Averill (1959). 
Hollow corpora lutea seems to be a common situation since a 
'fair number of them were always recorded, (Table 13, p.62). Braden 
and Moule (1964) conoluded that hollow corpora lutea were brought 
about by "stress" of transportation. A "stress" problem was observed 
in the present experiment, as discussed elsewhere and it was observed 
that where the response to "stress" was higher (Bowenvale) the 
highest percentage of hollow corpora lute a was recorded as well. 
With the teohnique used and data available it can not be determined 
whether ewes slaughtered were under some "stress" condition within 
3 to 17 days before slaughter, since all data ot Table 13 were taken 
from corpora lutea 4 days old onwards. 
It it is accepted that there are .train ditterences in 
su.ceptibil:l.ty to "etres.". then the higher' .nd .1anif':lcant 
inoidence of hollow corpora lutea in Bowen •• le •• • ompared with 
Paparua Prison, oan be explained by the tact that it was in flocks ot 
Bo"envale where the hishe.t response to "stress" was obtained. It is 
re •• onable to expeot the highest percentage ot hollow oorpora lute. 
within the same flocks but, on the other hand, it ditterences in 
response to "strese" are explained by differenoes in management 
between tarmethen the ditterences in incidenoe ot hollow corpora lutea 
between all farms and furthermore the high percentages recorded can 
not be explained by a strain ettect. 
A detinitive answer to this problem can not be obtained from 
this experiment considering the present knowledge on the matter. 
Hollow corpora lutea were more common among twin ovulations 
(Table 14, p.63) but no reasonsfor this were found. 
Hollow corpora lutea are somewhat bigger than solid one •• 
This is another complicating tact or considering corpus luteum size 
as a guide for classifioation of this gland according to age. 
It is oonoluded that with the method of classification used 
in this experiment. any worker, not having plenty ot experience in 
the matter, should not go beyond the following general classification 
of oorpora lutea ages 
i) Very recent OVUlation - less than 24 hours of age. 
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ii) Period of growth - from 1st to 6th day. 
iii) Period of plateau or slow growth and decline - from 7th to 
12th day_ 
iv) Period of fast decline - from ,1,th to next ovulation. 
The deoline after oVUlation toll~.e4 the aame pattern aa 
described by other authors and in very few ca.e., Corpora albioantia 
of le •• than 'mm. in diameter were recorded. Thi. i. in agreement 
with Radford and Watson (1951). It aeema that older corpora are , 
embeded in ovarian tissues lind are not aeen by a surface examination 
of the ovary. 
3) Recoverx of ova 
As explained elsewhere recovery of ova was incorporated in the 
trial 8imply as a meane of helping the determination of corpora lutea 
age according to the position of the ova along the reproductive tract. 
Abnormal ova were recorded only when gros8 abnormalities were apparent, 
there tore the number recorded i8 likely to underestimate the true 
value, Thia is quite apparent when comparing present percentage of 
abnormal ova with that reported by Averill (1955) and Hart (1961). 
The method itself could be biased when taking 72 hours a8 the 
period ot time in which the ovum remain8 in the Fallopian tube. it 
the conclusions of Edgar and Asdell (1960) are taken into account. 
namely synchronised ewes showed a faster rate of passage of the ovum 
along the Fallopian tube. This applies espeoially to determination 
made between 3rd and 4th day after ovulation. However,nearly all 
"atre.a ll aynohronia.d oyulationa were reoorded as being one or two 
day. old,and in nearly all .aaes attempted tubal oya .ere recoyered. 
c) OWLATION RATE 
Oyulatlon rate 1. an expr ••• ion of the number ot ova .hed. 
As 'the number of monovular twina ia Ve7:Y low (M,orley, 1948; Barton, 
, ,~ ., 
1949) the. numb.er of, ~or~ora lut~a or corpora'iibicantia on the oyary 
are repr.aentat~ve 01 the number of ova shed (Alliaon, 1967), 
The oyulation rate determined experimentally could be 
influenced by "atress" or by management ditterences. 
1) Oyulation rat, eXRerimentally determined 
Only in the caee ot Paparua Priaon oyulation rate was tollowed 
up to quite high .,.lualh In the majority of the other oases too fe. 
oyulations were recorded ( •• a Table 1.5, p.6,. and Ficure 10, p.66) .. 
Therefore,not anough data i. available in order to draw any 
conclusions. 
Howeyer, it ia possible to point out that, 
i) oyulation rate increased trom the tirat oyulation up to 
the second (Bowenyale) and to the third (Paparua Prison). 
This agrees with preyious reports (Marshall, 1922), 
Hammond, 1944; MoDonald and Chtang, 1966 and others); and, 
il) the "peak" of OVUlation rate ia likely to be about the end 
of March for moet of the farms considered. Hart (1961) 
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r.ported a "p.ak" ot, 16.5 p.r o.nt, m.asur.d by the numb.r 
of ova ah.d, around mld-Maroh for N.w Z.al.nd Corri.dal ••• 
How.ver, the 162.7 per cant reoord.d tor .w •• trom P.parua 
Prison on the fourth of April ••• ma to indicat. • lat.r 
d.t. fo~ .w •• ot this tarm. Ooop (1962), also for N •• 
Z •• land Corri.~al.s report.d. a maximum "p.ak" ot t.inniq 
rate of 40 p.r o.nt .t th. .nd of Maroh. Th. pr.s.nt 
results .re in clos •• gr •••• nt .ith thie r~port. it 
pera.nt.ge. of .bnormal ov.ar. aonsid..r.d (H.rt 1961). 
2) "Str ••• " and the ovulation. rate d..t.rm1.ned 
"Str.ss" tactors have not b •• n reported to arr.ot ovulation 
rate. 
It is not possible to determine, in the pr~.ent experiment, the 
ext.nt to whioh 0-3 day OVUlations •• re oaueed by !t.tress". However, 
merely .s a point ot intare.t. ovulation rate ot 0-3 day ovulations 
w.re compared with that ot 4.17 day one." This is shown in Table 18 
tor observations which allowed comparisons to be made. 
Table 18 
0-3 day 4-17 day 
Farms Date Ovulation OVUlations ovulationa rate No. ov.rate No. ov.rate 
Hollymount 6-2-68 116.7 64 11.5.7 38 118.4 
Ashley Dene 13 .. 2-68 127.6 19 133.3 10 .120.0 
Bowenvale 27-2 .. 68 117.4 27 114.8 42 119.0 
Witb a prooedure .imi1ar to that explained in page 74,1'igure 
1, (p.90) .a. obtained •. A more re.listio .ituation i. believed to be 
aOhieved and although not enough data i. available it .eems probable 
that the "peak" of ovulation rate would have ocourred at the end of 
Marah for moat flook •• 
') ~alem.nt difterenae. 
With only one determination likely to be clo •• to the "peak'i 
of OVUlation rate and no reoorda of individual aaroa ••• eights it 
s.ems unwlse to dlscus. betw.en-and within-tarm: differencesln 
OVUlation rate whlch could in turn be brought about by differences 
in nutrition or seleation. 
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SUMMARY 
In order to determine the onset of the breeding season of 
Oorl"iedale e •• a in Oanterbury. a trial ".s oarried. out, at Linooln 
Ooll.ge between December 1967 and April 1968. 
1147 reproductive traots were oollected fromOorriedale e" •• 
ooming from aeven different properties (43-44g latitude, South). 
slaughtered at three Freezing Works near Ohristchuroh. All ewes 
slaughtered were kept away from rams. 
Average oarcass weights were reoord.d for all groups 
slaughtered. 
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The first oolleotion of material was made on the 19th of 
December. 1967 and the last on the 4th of April 1968. At the 
beginning of the experiment. only ovaries were removed, from the 6th 
of February onwards. whole reproduotive traots were removed. 
The material collected was examined as follows. 
i) Size and number of Graafian fol1ioles were recorded. 
ii) Size of the ovaries was measured. 
iii) Size, number, looation (either ovary) and age of oorpus 
luteum were reoorded (the last, subjectively). 
iv) Weights of the uterus were recorded. 
v) The recovery of ova technique was used as a help in the 
ageing of corpora lutea. 
The result. and conolusions obtained, tollow. 
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1) The .econd halt of January i •• ulss.,ed to be the date ot 
onset ot the ovulatory .e.son tor Oorriedale e.e. kept away trom rams. 
at 4,"440 latitude South. 
2) Betwe.n and within tarm ditterence. in the onset of the 
breeding season are believed to exist.· It i. suggested that the.e 
ditferences can be brought about by strain differences within the 
Corriedale breed. 
3) "Stress" - induced ovulations were likely to occur in some 
of the groups slaughtered. The "stress" situation seemed to be 
caused by yarding and transportation. Variable response of 
Corrie dale ewes to "strese" i. euggested to occur. 
Possible alteratioDs to the date of onset. caused by "stress" 
and other factors are discussed. 
4) Corpora lutea were used as a means of determining ovulations. 
A further classification ot the age of oorpora lutea, on a daily basis, 
was subjeotively made. The reliability of the method used and of the 
results obtained 1s discussed on the 11ght of existent evidences. 
5) Data obtained on: uterus weight, ovary size, right and 
lett ovaries activity, density of Graafian fol11cles, hollow and solid 
corpora lutea, and others, are discussed. 
6) Determination of ovulation rates weI" made. Moat of the 
flooka oonsidered'did not reaoh the probable " •• aeonal peaklt of 
ovulation rate, w~thin the experim.nt. 
7) A compl.mentary trial .a. carried out in ord.r to obtain a 
mol" .pr.oi.. ll1forma\·lon on th. aorpllolosloal ohang.. whioh take 
plao. in the oorpus lute"". throughout the oestrous oyol.. 16 •••• 
weI" alaughtered atter being run, tor a ahort period, with a 
raddl.d ram, providing corpora lutea ot known age after heat. 
Detailed description of the reproductive tracts r.mov.d are given. 
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APPENDIX 
OOMPLEMENTARY TRIAL 
30 4-tooth Corriedale ewes,oulled for poor bod1 oondition, 
were run with an entire raddled ram from the 14th of February (9 u.m.) 
to the 6th ot March on t~e College Arable Farm at Linooln College~ 
A vaseotomized ram was not available. 
Ewes were oheoked twice dai11 (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.) for marked 
ones. These were drafted. tagged and date and number reoorded. 
On the 7th of March (9-12 a.m.) the 16 ewes marked by the ram 
were slaughtered at Linooln College's butchery. Reproductive tracts 
were removed and identified. No carcass weights were recorded. 
Poor bod1 condition may account for the relative11 small 
percentage of eW8S marked by the ram despite ot the advanced of the 
season. Also the fact that probably the "lag and peak" situation 
did not start yet. 
The purpose of this trial was to obtain a range of corpora 
lutea of known age after oestrus and. thus, approximate age after 
ovulation. 
The reproduotive tracts were examined immediately atter 
alaushter,' as tollo" •• '
.) The uterus was w.igh.d to' the near •• t Ir~II •. 
b) The ova~ a1.e ••• obtained me.auring the two main 
dlameters (l.nsth and width) to, the u,e,are.t mllli •• tl'e. , . . . 
. c) Gruflan foll19l .... eN. ~la.altl.4 a~.or.dlnl to the 
diameter, measured to the neare.t mllli •• tre into thr •• 
sroupa_ aa (0110w8, 
1) Le •• than 41111. 
ii) Betwe.n 4 and 8mm. 
ii1) More than 8mm. 
d) Reoovery of OVa trom both the Fallopian tubes and/or the 
uterine horns were attempted in most ot the oases. 
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A detailed desoription of individual reproduotive traots with 
corresponding dates ot heat and probable time atter ovulation, tollows. 
Ewe No. 151 (pregnant) 
Marked by the ram on the period between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on 
the 16th ot February. 
Uterus we1ght, 54gm. (embryos inoluded) 
Right ovary 
size, 1.4 x 0.80m. 
tollioles, very tew small ones 
Lett ovary 
8ize, 1.8 x ,.2cm. 
tollicles, tt. amall one. 
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corpus luteum. two corpora lute. ot 10 x 10 and 10 x 9mm. In 
section, dark tlesh colour, even darker than 
oorpora lutea ot non-pregnant e.e.. Approximate 
ase 19-20 daya. 
E.e No.1~2 (empty) 
Marked by the ram on the period between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on 
the 16th ot February. 
Uterus weight. 60gm. 
Right ovary 
size. 1.5 x 1.30m. 
tolliole.. two between 4 and 8mm. and many small ones. 
oorpus albioans. two corpora albioantia ot 6 x 5 and 5 x 5mm. 
protruding on the Burtace. 
Lett ovary 
size. 1.6 x 1.40m. 
tollicles. fe. small ones. 
corpus luteum. two corpora lutea rosette-shaped and flesh-
ooloured in section. 9 x 8 and 10 x 9. 
Approximate age 3-4 days. 
recovery of ova. one unfertilized egg was recovered from the 
lett uterine horn. 
Ewe No. 153 (pregnant) 
Marked by the ram between 4 p.m. on the 17th ot February and 
9 a.m. on the 18th of Februar1. 
Uteru8 weisht, 628m. <embrloa inoluded) 
Right ovar1 
.1.e. 2" x 1.90 •• 
folliole., few ... 11 ones. 
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oorpua luteum, one O.L. deep red in colour, 12 x 10 ... in al.e, 
, ." " 
markedll protrudins on the .urfacs ot the ovary. 
Left ovary 
81ze. 1.4 x 1.30m. 
tollioles. tew 8mall ones. 
Marked by the ram on the period between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on 
the 26th of February, 
Uterus weight. 51gm. 
Right ovary 
size, 1.4 x 1.0. 
tollicles, many small ones. 
oorpus luteum, a still protruding 7 x 7mm. oorpus lut.um oohre-
yellowish coloured. Approximate age 9 to 10 
daY8. 
Lett ovary 
.ize, 1.8 x 1.1om. 
tollicl •• , very te. small one •• 
recovery ot ova, no ova were reoovered •. 
E •• No. 155 (empty) 
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Harked by the ram bet.een 4 p.m. on the 26th and 9 a.m. on the 
27th ot February. 
Uterus weight, 798m. 
Right ovary 
8ize, 1.7 x 1.30m. 
tollicles. many small and two between 4 and Bmm. 
oorpus albioans, two corpora ot 2 x 2 and 3 x 2mm. 
Lett ovary 
size. 1.6 x 1.40m. 
tolliole •• te. small tollioles. 
corpus luteum. two corpora ot 11 x 8 and 10 x 10mm. hollow and 
solid. respeotively. The hollow ochre~coloured 
and the solid pale flesh~coloured. Approximate 
age 9 days. 
recovery ot ova, no ova could b. recovered. 
Ewe No. 156 (empty) 
Marked by the ram between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on the 29th ot 
February. 
Uterus weight, 52gm. 
Right ovary 
size, 1., x 0.80m. 
tolliale., te. amall one •• 
Lett ovary 
ai.e, 1.5 ~ 1.'om. 
tolliale.,on.ot more than 8 ... andaan7 •• all on •• , 
aorpu. lut.um, one C.L. roaett •• hap.d, pal. tl.sh oolour.d, 
12 x 9... Some blood ••••• 1. vl.ibl. on the 
.urtac.. Approximate age 7 days. 
corpus albicane, one C.A. 4 x 2mm. 
recovery ot ova, no ova were recover.d. 
Ewe No. 157 (empty) 
Marked by the ram between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on the 29th of 
February. 
Ut.rus weight, 50gm. 
Right ovary 
size, 1.6 x 1.30m. 
tollicles, many small ones. 
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corpus luteum, one e.L., 12 x 9mm •• rosette-shaped markedly 
protruding pale flesh-ooloured in section, with 
80me blood vessels on the surtace. Approximate 
age 7 days. 
Lett ovari/ 
size, 1.4 x 1.2cm. 
tollioles, one at more than 8mm. and a few emall ones. 
oorpus albicane, one C.A. 5 x 2 of yellowish oolour. 
reooverif at ova, no ova were reoovered. 
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Ewe No. '158 (empty) 
Marked by the ram between 4 a.m. on the 29th of February and 
9 a,m.on the 1st of March. ' 
Uterus weight, 47gm.' 
Right ovary 
Size,'1.9 x 1.4cm. 
follicles.'very tew .mall ones. 
oorpus luteum. one O.L.· flesh-coloured, '1, x 11mm.· nearly 
oompletely sank into the ovary and with a .mall 
rosette shaped formation. In section. flesh 
coloured. Approximate age. 6 to 7 days. 
Left ovary 
size, 1.6 x 1.5cm. 
follicles. one between 4 and 8mm. and many small ones. 
Ewe No. 129 (pregnant) 
Marked by the ram between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on the 4th of 
Maroh. 
uterus weight, 42gm. 
Right ovary 
size, 1.4 ~ O.9cm. 
follicles, few small ones. 
Left ovary 
size, 1.9 ~ 1.8cm. 
follicles, few small ones. 
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corpus luteum, two very deep fleah-ooloured C.L. ot 8 x 6 and 
6 x 6mm. Approximate age , days. 
corpua albicana, one 4 x , gold coloured. 
recovary ot ova. one fertilized ova in the left oviduct. 
Ewe No. 160 (emptx) 
Marked by the ram b.t ••• n 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on the 4th ot 
Maroh. 
Right ovary 
size, 1.3 x 1.10m. 
tollicles, tew small ones. 
corpus albicana, one C.A. ot 5 x ,mm. in section yellow-
coloured with accumulation ot brown pigment. 
Lett ovary 
aiz., 1.6 x 1.,om. 
follicles, te • • mall one •• 
corpus luteum, one e.L. dark flesh-coloured, rosette-shaped 
tormation, and an uncompletely tilled cavity 
in the body ot the corpus. 9 x 6mm. in size. 
Approximate age , days. 
recovery ot ova, one unfertilized ova Was recovered from the 
lett oviduot. 
Ewe No. 161 (emEtl) 
Marked by the ram between 4 p.m. on the 4th ot Maroh and 
9 a.m. on the 5th of March. 
Uterus weight, 66gm. 
Right ovar7 
.i •• , 1.7 x 1.6om. 
follicle., mauy small on ••• 
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corpus luteum, one C.L., by external examination a amall red 
rins appeared, in aection fle.h coloured folded 
wall. 8urrounding a not Gompl.tely filled 
oavity 7 x ,am. in si.e. Approximate age 2 4., •• 
Lett ovary 
.1.e, 1.4 x 1.2cm. 
tollicle8, many amall one8. 
recovery of ova, one unfertilized ova reoovered trom the 
right oviduct. 
Ewe No. 162 (.mEty) 
Marked by the ram between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on the 5th of Maroh. 
Uteru. weight, 5'gm. 
Right ovary 
size, 1.5 x 1.2cm. 
follicle., tew 8mall onea. 
Left ovary 
aize, 1.6 x 1.'om. 
follioles, many small ones. 
oorpus luteum, one O.L. on external examination, not very well 
organized, in section unevenly pale tlesh-
coloured oavity tilled with a gelatine like 
fluid. Approximate age 1 day. 
oorpus albioans, two C.A. still protruding on the surfaoe, in 
seotion yellow-ooloured. 5 x 5 and 4 x 4mm. 
in size. 
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Ew. No. 16, (.mpty) 
Mark.dby the ram betw •• n 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on the 6th ot 
Maroh. 
Ut.rus weight, 4?gm. 
Right ovart 
si •• , 1.6 x 1.20m. 
tollicl.s, two ot more than 811m. and a tew small on.s 
corpua ~uteu., one e.L. hard11. protruding on the surtaoe, in 
aection ochre COlour, ? x 6mm. in Biz •• 
Approximate age 16 days. 
Lett ovary 
size, 1.8 x 1.0cm. 
follicles. one ot mOre than 8mm .• looking like about to ovulate, 
(leas internal pressure than the oth.rs). 
Ewe No. 164 (emp'l) 
Marked by the ram between 4 p.m. on the 22nd and the 23rd ot 
February. 
Uterus weight. 43gm. 
Right ovary 
aize. 0.8 x 0.6em. 
folliclest none at all. 
Left ovary 
size, 1.2 x 1.0cm. 
tollicles, one ot more than 8mm. two between 4 and 8mm. and a 
tew small ones. 
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oorpus luteum, one O.L. sank into the ovary, in section red 
b~o.ni.h Qolou~.~ with pale~ edge., 7 x 7mm. in 
size. Approximate age 12 ,days. 
recovery of ova, no recovery .as attempted. 
Ewe NOe 165' (emptl) 
Not marked b1 the ram. 
Uterus .elght, 51gm. 
Right ovary 
size 1.7 x 1.0cm. 
tollicles, two of more than 8mm. and many small ones. 
Left ovary 
size 1.4 x 1.2om. 
fol11o1es, many small ones. 
COI'PUS luteum, one O.L. w1th a small rosette-shapted tormation 
protuding on the surface of the ovary, in section 
pale flesh-coloured, 7 x 5mm. 
~I This ewe presumably had a silent heat 
Ewe No. 166 (empty) 
Marked by the ram between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on the 6th of March. 
Uterus weight, 48gm. 
Right ovary 
size 1.3 x 0.9cm. 
follicles, many small ones. 
Left ovary 
.ize~ 1.7 x 1.10m. 
tol11cle8, te. 811all on .... 
Npte: This •. we was p08sib.1y not in heat, although it was marked.. 
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